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FLOODS CAUSE DAMAGtVlLD

PLANT

STORAGE

Gammeter's Orthopter, With Which He Will Fly in Great Sky
Carnival at St. Louis Tuesday
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Sub-merge- d

That Place.

R.

Uney and John
Price Head Strong Company To Operate Big
Bnslness Concern.
E.

R.

BUILDINGS OF BRICK

GRANITE REEF IS

NOVMJiER

WATER

Injury To Construction of These Location Will Be In BIock Seven'
Fronting First Street And
Projects May Not Be Large
The Santa Fe
But Extent Is Now UnRallway-Capltall-

Ani-

mals Drowned
Phoenix. Art. Oct. 19. Several
rains,
days and nights oC frequent
have
downpours,
some of them
placed Salt river and Us tributaries
in the flood stage again. Early this
about 120.000 Inches of
mornlne
water, flooding the river from Pinal
creek, twenty miles above Roosevelt,
submerged the 'big storage dam under construction at Roosevelt. This
afternoon another flood poured In
from Tonton creek, a mile above the
dam. Sixty miles below the. Verde
river began emptying Its flood waReef diversion dam,
ters. Uranite
one thousand feet long under conNorth
struction four miles below
Verde and 25 miles below Phoenix,
tonight
submerged
probably
be
will
when the Roosevelt flood waters join
the Verde flood. The reclamation
service at Granite Reef was busy last
night removing all machinery from
the bed of the river.
Much Damage Probable.
The damage on the upper portions
of the rivers and creeks was not
large as the continued ralnA warned
the ranchers to protect themselves
and consequently their effects were
out of the way. but on the lower
rivers, where the creeks empty Into
considerable
the larger streams,
harm has ben done, and it is reported here that many animals have
been drowned, though no confirmation of this report has yet been received.
The principal damage will be at
works where a
reclamation
the
considerable amount of new work is
hardly In, condition to be overflowed.
Most of the supplies and machinery
are out of the danger district, but it
Is possible that some of the tools
which were used In the big dam construction, especially those below the
dams, will be swept away.
Groat Rise Feared.
The reclamation bureau expects a
great rise In the rivers as the
heaviest part of the flood is yet to
come and while the rivers are handling the present flood in good shape,
not much more water can enter the
river beds without causing a tremendous overflow through the surrounding low country. Preparations
are being made at the Roosevelt dam
to ward off any. loss from such a
rise.
lUtliilii"- - Over Arizona.
The rains of the past four days
have covered practically the entire
territory, and have been almost continuous. For four days there has not
been over an hour of sunshine at any
one time, and the downpour still continues, though the clouds are moving
northward and eastward.
The section director states that the storm
will break tonight and that sunshine
will come tomorrow.
Late reports from the Granite Reef
dam Indicate that the water has almost reached the crest of that work
and thru It will be totally submerged
by night.

COMMISSION

REFUSES

PASS TO

Nebraska
Case Under Hepburn Railroad Rate Law.

Ruling

Made

In

Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 19. The state
railway comniiaiJu today receivede a
letter from the interstate cjmn.e-ccommission declining to allow return
transportation tu stockmen and citing
a rule of the commission adopted
Lautz, of
B.
F.
last December.
Chapman, attempted to compel the
'
H
Union
furnish him rounl
i fl.' t'
He appealed to
trip transportation.
the state commission ami the case
was carried to t lie Interstate commerce commission.
the commission
Last December
ruled that one man might be given
tr.msportatlon with each car of
stock, provided he rode on the same
train with the stock and took care
of the animals, but it also ruled that
time that all such passes should be
good only to the market city and
not for a return. I.antz believed he
uld make a showing that would
alter this rule, but he failed.
ARMY BALLOON

II

S

imokK.x urxoiio
Washington, D. C, Oct. 19. The
army balloon, which started from
St. Louis Thursday evening, landed
at 1:30 o'cijek yesterday afternoon

about three miles from Walton, W.
the
Va. Captain Chandler Is with
balloon. The distance traveled was
about 475 miles.

(Continued on Pago Five)
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Gammeter's Orthopter Is The
Real Latest Style In .
Flying Machines.
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ACTORS

SUNDAY

WILL STATEHOOD

MEETING

WILL DE LARGELY

BE

ATTENDED
WILL COMPETE FOR
SKY CARNIVAL

PRIZE.

Cleveland, Oct. 19. With his bird-lik- e
flying machine, which he calls
on orthopter, II. C. Gammeter, Inventor of the .multigraph, expects to
succeed where Darius Green failed.
He has entered his Invention at the
St. Louis aerial carnival and will be
among the competitors on Oct 22,
events are
when the heavler-than-a- ir
held. ,
Gammeter's machine has wings for
lifting and propulsion, patterned after the wings of iblrds, save that the
three-fiftof the wings outboards
are valvular, to reduce the resistance
on the upward stroke.
The anterior edges of the wrings
are rigki. while the posterior edges
are flexible. This Gammeter expects
to give the forward movement. A
engine, with a
speed of 1200 revolutions per minute,
produces 75 vibrations of the wings
per minute. The total weight, with
operator and fuel, is '490 pounds.
The wings are 30 feet from tip to
tip, and Including the rudder, which
contains 48 square fet, offers a surface of 202 square feet. As photographed,
the orthopter
was designed for flight over wa'er,
the cylindrical base fcelng designed
to float the machine in event of a
sudden drop. Wheels are substituted
for use on land.
hs

seven-horsepow- er

CHICAGO MAN ASKS FOR
FOR THE

RECEIVER

Oil Trust Is
Up Corn Pro-- '

Alleges That
Gobbling

duce Company.
Chicago, Oct. 19. George F. Harding of this city today filed a bill In

the superior court asking for the
appointment of a receiver for the
Standard Oil company of New Jersey and the Corn Products Company
of New Jersey. Harding says in his
bill that he is the owner of 500
shares of the capital stock of the
Com Products Company and that Its
management Is practically controlled
by the Standard Oil company.
Harding furnishes facts to prove
his assertions and requests the court
to appoint a date for
a hearing
when he declares that he will substantiate by the evidence of officials
of the Corn Products company and
by their books, every allegation he
has made in his bill.
lroMso-- l to light Hani.
Harding's attorneys stateil this afternoon that tney expected a hard
tight from the Standard Oil attorneys, but believe they have sufficient
evidence to prove their claims. The
Standard must fiio an answer within
twenty days or the Judge of the suite rlor court will appoint a receiver
forthwith.
The Corn Products company, until
recently, was one of the best known
and highest quoted stocks on the
market, but Harding says the manipulations of the Standard Oil company
have pushed the stock downward
and that the oil trust eventually intends to gobble up the smaller concern.
EYES

BLOWN OUF

IN

bad accident ocafternoon at the
pearl shaft of the Ray mines. A native named Romula Leyvas, while In
the act of carrying a box of powder
up the hill, accidentally dropped a
lighted cigarette into the powder,
causing an awful explosion. Leyvas
was blown fifty feet down a hill and
mangled, 'both arms being broken, the
upper part of the body and his head
being cut and burned and both of
hia eyes blown out.
A fellow employe named Edward
Castillo, was within tlfty feet of
Leyvas when the explosion occurred.
Ha was blown over the side of the
hill and both of 'his legs were broken
and he was otherwise injured. The
injured men are being cared for by
Dr. iOdwin Ward, the camp
Kay, Oct.

19.

curred yesterday

A

ALL DEINZE'S

Kansas City Judge Proposes Governor Anxious That Politics Shall Not Be Part
To Take Drastic Measures
Of League.
To. Stop Shows.
DELEGATE ANDREWS
SAYS PLAN MEETS FAVOR.
FOLLOWED ELSEWHERE.

HIS ACTION WILL BE.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 19. Judge
E. Wallace, of the criminal
court, will ask the grand Jury early
next week to indict all stage folk
who appear in the local theatres tomorrow. This is to be done weekly,
he said, until the Jaw are obeyed
and the theatres closed on Sundays.
Theatrical managers have announced
that they will conduct their places
tomorrow as usual.:
? close theatres
The proposition
In this city on Sunday is the result
off
like' nature in other
of an attempt
parts of the state and if successful
here, It will be followed up by a
general closing movement in St.
Louis and other cities in Missouri.
Actors Will Muff.
Judge Wallace believes that the
actors will attempt to make a strong
bluff, but he also says that fie intends to personally urge the prosecution of every actor,' manager or other employe, owner or person in any
way connected with the play houses,
who permits or takes part in a show
tomorrow, no matter what its nat
ture.
during
A proposition was made
the week to arrest all actors today
for violating the law last Sunday and
In this way to get them In a position
where they could not appear tomorrow night, tout Judge Wallace Is not
He believes
in favor of this plan.
the grand jury will certainly Indict
every actor who violates the law and
all theatres will consequently be under surveillance Sunday.
William.

CONTINUED

HIGH

PRICE

MAY

Worlds Greatest Manufacturer
Sounds Warning To Planters Of America.
Oct. 19. A warning
growers of cotton that
and attempts to
cotton gambling
maintain prices ai an abnormally
high level would ultimately result
cotton exIn crippling the country'
port trade was siunded last night
by C. W. McCara at a banquet given
for fifteen Kuropcaii cotton manuMcCara, who Is the largfacturers.
est individual cott' ii manufacturer in
the world and pn Ment of the Engcotton spinners,
of
lish federation
continued high
declared that thprice of cotton Sure would force
England, France a l other countries
to develop the cuilon growing industry In their oluiiie,s.
England alreudy, said Mr. McCara,
has made arrangements for planting
extensive cotton ti.Ms in South Africa and she will also plant experimental fields in India. France Is
looking toward her colonies with like
Intentions and If America wants to
must not athold her prestige,
tempt to hold the market as high
as it has been In the past few years.

Chicago,

111.,

to American

The petitions circulated .by citizens
yesterday and today are well llllod
with the names of business men and
property holders of this county, all
of whom, Joined heartny in the call
for a meeting Monday evening over
Zelger's cafe for the purpose of
forming a statehood league to work
for single state for New Mexico.
Governor Curry had Intended being present but owing to his inability to be here, he wl'.l send instead,
an open letter which will toe read
at the meeting and which will set
forth his policy and his statehood
is
desirous
ideas. The governor
that a statehood league toe formed
in every county and he was gratitied
when Informed that the people of
Bernalillo county had taken the matter up in the right spirit and would
aid him all they cou". 1.
was particularly
The governor
anxious that political affairs form no
part of the meeting and particularly
in the rormation ol tne league, no
desires that this league be composed
of representative citizens of all point
cal faiths and without regard to po
luteal or personal lines. It is prob
ably that 11. O. Uursum, chairman
of the republican central committee,
Mr. Bursum
will be In attendance.
attended the organization Of the
first statehood league In Santa Fe
county and made a strong speech in
which ho advocated the burying of
the hatchet until an enabling act
had been secured after which 'he said
the parties could light for supre
macy.

Congressmen Favorable.
letter received In Albuquerque
from Delegate Andrews stated th
ine congressmen he had seen, were
favorable to the admission of New
Mexico as a single state and that 'he
cambelieved that a
paign for statehood would undoubtedly result in the admission of the
territory. Governor Curry will lead
the fight for statehood without prejudice until an enabling act has been
secured when the matter will be entirely In the people's hands.
He
stated today that he would have been
In Albuquerque for the meeting on
Slonday night had It not been for a
previous engagement
at Roswell.
He will leave the capital tomorrow
for his old home In the Pecos valley and expects to spend ten days
vlsitng the towns of the lower Pecos.
He will be given a reception by the
people of Carlsbad and at Roswell
and will talk statehood all the time
Governor Curry stated today that
he had received encouraging reports
from many counties in New Mexico
where statehood leagues are being
formed in accord with his appeal to
the people.
thought New
ho
He said that
Mexico would not soon again have
such a chance for admission and he
believed that now was the time to
make a fight for admission.
A

non-partis-

GAS

MACHINE

BLOWS

IIP, KILLING TWO

i

EMPLOYERS

DECLARE

New Hartford, Conn., Oct. 19. A
machine used to manufacture Illu-

minating gas from petroleum in a
small structure on the bank of Farm
ington river exploded today with ter
rific force. Thomas O Connell, maker of the gas, and his assistant,
Michael Donovan, were Instantly
supplied gas
killed.
The machine
to a reservoir from which the upper
village of New Hartford was lighted
BLIND

"OPEN SHOP" SYSTEM
19.
At a
Wis, Oct.
Kenosha,
meeting last night "f representatives
of all the Industrial plants in the
city, a manufacturers' association
was formed which declared for the
"open shop" in every plant In Kenosha. About 6.50O men are affected.
The organization came as a surprise
who doclure
to the labor leaders,
within tL few weeks there will
it6,000
men striking here.
be

GORE

SPOKE

AI
Oklahoma City, Okla., Oct. 19.
Thomas P. 'lore, the blind orator,
chosen as United S'.ates ionator 'y
primaries, delivered
the democratic
an a'Mres.1 on "Farmers and Legislation," beforo the national farmers
today.
He took a very ad
cr.n(f.-e- s
vanced grounds, favoring "free farm
gover- 17. iN. llaskeil,
ing 'UietiHlls.
t,
advocated the removal of
.'f
tra'sts.
tie nrif .I'd rtsiriiur.
rr.r-e'.ee-

AFFAIRS

ARE

PUZZLING HIS

OE

ANYJLOT
Was Not Implicated Will Divorce Him From Aler.
In Any Scheme to Kidcantlle National Bank
To Restore Confidence
nap Abraham Ruef
In Institution.
At Frisco.

Says

He

HENEY

LOUIS

At

The Putney Cold Storage and- Ice
Co. is the name of a corporation cap
italized at J40.000 which within
few months will give to this city
and the southwest, the most com
plete cold storage and ice plant west
of the Mississippi.
John R. Price, formerly of Cleve
land, Ohio, an expert in his line, will
be the president and general manager of the plant while Robert E.
Putney of this city, will be secretary
and treasurer of the company. These
two men will hold the controlling in
terest in the plant.
The buildings will be located in
block seven of this city, north of
First street and in close proxtmlty to
the Kanta Fe railway tracks with
switching facilities adequate to handle an Immense amount of business.
The acquisition of this plant means
mat at last Albuquerque has obtain
ed one of her crying needs for ten
years, and that it will open to the
enure soumwest not oniy a market
for perishable produce but an as
portunity for her merchants to purchase such supplies in smaller and
fresher quantities and upon shorter
notice than ever before while paying
a minimum price.
The buildings of the plant will be
of the best grade of pressed brick
ana tne main storage plant will be
iuo ipy zoo leet and connected direct
ly with the Santa. Fe main line toy
tide tracks, so that cars of produce
can De nandiea with a minimum
amount of cost and labor.
Work will be commenced on the
main building within a very short
lime. Tne storage building will have
a capacity of from forty to fifty carloads of Ice. In fact the ice plant
will be one of the strongest features
of the business. It will be equipped
wun tne very latest ice making ma
chlnery.
Distilled water, perfectly
pure in every way, will be used in
the manufacture of this Ice. The
method of cooling the storage rooms
will be through the operation of the
most modern and approved types of
rerrigeraung machines. Forced ai
circulation will tie introduced into
the rooms as well as every proven
mouern appliance known to the bus!
ness for advantageously handling and
keeping perishable products. In this
climate, the officials of the company
say, mucn more insulation is requlr
ed than in colder localities, conse
quently no expense will be spared to
make it complete and effective,
A Citizen reporter called upon Mr,
i'rice last evening and asked him re,
gardlng the plans of the comoanv,
the produce they woul 1 handle and
their methods if operation. Mr,
Price said:
"The cdM st'.na.-'detriment will
handle butter, f ggi, ci i oe, apples.
California and northern
fruits in
great quantities as well as fresh
stock of an grades a'. .1.1 times.
"The company will also deal in
Its own account In these products ob
taming lis supplies Tro:n the pro
ducers and purchasing the very ties
i'rirles ootA'.naule,
"This company will also conduct
public warehouse for the storage of
fresh meats for large packers, beers
and liquors for brewers and distillers
and other commodities of all kinds
"The merchants and the general
public in the southwest, do not know
what prime cold storago Is for the
reason that such cold storage goods
as hav3 come hre, have been with
drawn from jold storago weeks be
fore srrlvul in thu prr'i.T of the
country and have been exposed to
the higher normal temperature thus
naturally causing a deterioration in
the quality without any. possible way
of avoiding it on the' part of the
shippers or consumers
"One of the most pleasing features
or tnis plant will be that dealers can
secure a daily supply of produce
from our institution and when the
goods are thus tal;e:i from the cold
storage, they reach the consumer
without delay or exposure a thing
impossible
in
cold storage goods
rrum an eastern plant.
"These goods will necessarily b
in prime condition when they reach
the consumers and will be oulte as
wholesome as strictly fresh stock.
The local dealer by getting his supply dally from the plant, will not te
forced to carry so large a stock in
his store for a week or longer before be finally disposes of it. His
stock will therefor not be suffering
in quality from day to day.
"The new compary will also be
able tu sell at a minimum price since
it will do business in large quantities, buy at the lowest market prices
and by shipping in carload lots will
secure the lowest freight rates.
"While this plant v iil be an Albuquerque Institution and one of the
greatest benefits to '.he city In more
ways than oni, It will still do a
large business and will cover the
whole business of the southwest. Not
only will the company reach out for
this business but it Is quite apparent
that the people of the southwest will
find it advantageous both in quality
and price to obtain their cold bIoi- -
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Grand Jury Treated to Pyrotechnic No Spread Of Trouble On Market
Displays Frequently
Power
Expected And Matters Are
Company President Tells His
Well In HandStocks
Story of That $12,000 He
Did Not Decline
Got From Brown.
Much Today.
San Francl.co. Cal.. Oct. 19. The
grand Jury which has been listening
to evidence concerning the immature
incubation of the plot to kidnap ad
raham Ruef. has been hearing more
pyrotechnlcal speeches than anything
ebe.
The Investigation has been enlivened by some fever scenes both In the
grand Jury room and the anteroom
of the Inquisitorial chamber, in which
Assistant District Attorney Francis J.
In
Heney became Involved
Beveral
torrid disputes with witnesses from
whom he was seeking enlightenment
on this and other kidnaping exploits
of recent date.
McDonald,
James
president of the Newman Light and
Power company, who Is accused by
the prosecution of being Implicated
In the scheme to wrest Ruef from the
custody of Elisor Biggy's guards and
convey mm, bound ana gagged, to a
prison shack In some mountain retreat, was one of those who became
Involved In wordy combat with the
noted prosecutor.
Wanted Expenses Paid.
"I would like to know who Is going to pay my expenses while I am
here in town and away from my business," demanded McDonald, on emerging from the grand Jury room,
somewhat ruftled and In a bad humor.
"We'll find that out later," retorted
Henry. "You had better to go to
Luther Brown and get your expenses.
We may have an Indictment for you,
and then you will not need any expenses."
"Thank you. That Is a very poor
way the prosecution has of doing
business," retorted the president of
the Newman Power company, after
which he proceeded to express his
feelings In terms that were rich In
feeling.
From the dialogue it Is to be inferred that some Indictments will be
foi thcomlng before many days.
,
Ho Accuses McDonald
.Acordlng to the testimony of E. T.
Newsom, who, previous to becoming
one of Detective Burns' men, was led
to take a hand In the plot to kidnap
Ruef, James McDonald was the front
and back, as well as the top and bottom and both hides of the scheme to
managing
abduct the fallen
the affair for J. C. Brown, who Is deto
be
a
United Railroads declared
tective. McDonald Indignantly denies
having had any connection with or
knowledge of the "plot," and denounces all who have endeavored to
McImplicate him In the enterprise
Donald's story, as he told it yesterday
afternoon after being before the
grand Jury, is as follows:
Merely be"It is a dirty frame-up- .
cause I went to see J. C. Brown and
private
on
business
Luther Brown
they have brought me Into this thing,
which I think is but the creation of
a disordered imagination.
In the
first place, three years ago my brother John, and myself founded the
Newman Light and Power company.
When the price of oil was raised from
60 cents to $ 1 a barrel It became absolutely necessary for us to shut down
the plant at 12 o'clock instead of
continuing all night. This man New-had been refused a position by
us because he was Incompetent. When
we shut down he went around among
the saloon keepers of Newman circulating a petition to discontinue
using our power, and went over to
Modesto to try to arrange for another
power Hue.
Accused by Honey.
"As far as my being implicated
with Luther Brown, it was brought
about by my being in the field for
money to advance our business. My
brother Jack and I went to Han Francisco, hunting high and low to raise
J10.U0O or $12,0(10 on our holding. I
found that there was a company by
the name of the .Sierra Power company going to build a line into that
territory. I went to the office of the
concern and met J. C. Brown. He
Introduced me to Luther Brown. Both
were representatives of the company.
We secured the $1:2,000 and jnort-gage- d
our property.
"'You got that 112.000 to kidnap
Ruef,' said Heney to my face in the
jury room. Newsom was brought into the case in this way: I was working for Frank Maestretti
here in
June and July, and Newsom was employed us a detective to go around
and get information as to the forming
of a political club at that time.
"Newsom came to my house at 621
Page street, in July and borrowed
llo. When Newsom was at my house
J. '. Brown was there also in connection with my own business, and
I introduced
them to each other. That
is ail 1 know of this kidnaping plot."
lii other on Stand.
John McDonai ... brother of the witness, who was with him at the time
he made the statement, corroborated
the explanation.
"I suggested to my brother that he
go and see the Sierra Light and Power Company," said John McDonald.
"There he met Brown, who wus connected with the concern. We did not
have money enough at the time to
Increase our businens and so thu arrangements were made with Luther
Brown for the 112,000 mortgage, as
of Modesto will show."
I the records
McDonald
that the character
,.

s,

m

New York, Oct. 19. A perplexing
situation Is being faced by the bank
and financiers who are trying
to
straighten out the affairs of the Mercantile National bank and divorce It
completely from association with F.
Augustus Heinie, Its former president. With the resignations of lis entire board of directors in the hands
of the clearing house, that institution
appeared to control the situation and
was committed to the task of putting
the bank on a firm footing. For this
purpose nine clearing house banks
had promised to contribute $200,000
each to tide the Mercantile bank over
any distress it might encounter as a
result of the suspension
of Otto
Helnze and company, and It is F.
Augustus Heinze's desire to reestablish that firm. The debit balance of
the Mercantile bank to the clearing
house this morning was one million
one hundred thousand dollars,
llelnzo Talks,
F. Augustus Helnze said today:
"I still hold a controlling interest
In the Mercantile National bank.
I
have not parted with a share of my
Mercantile stock and I would like to
Bay this about the clearing
house
committee, It was asked to come into
our bank and make a thorough examination. It found it perfectly solvent and said so. Later It added that
gratituous blow about 'surplus impairment.' You know why It did
that. Nothing more or less than to
to withdraw
induce our depositor
their accounts. A fine game. It was
endeavoring to attract our deposits
to Its' own bank."
No Sensational Decline.
Stocks declined in the final dealings today; closing weak at the lowest of the day In most of the active
on
stocks. The closing quotations
United Copper common on the curb
bid, 0V4 asked.
was 8
While the
prices of metal stocks declined today, the losses were not sensational
and the prices of railroad stocks were
held better than had been expected,.
Situation Purely Local.
It U an evident fact now that the
situation is purely local and that no
one will be hurt outside the Helnze
interests.
Confidence In all other
stocks and institutions Is being rapidly restored, and the clearing house
association has the banking situation
will In hand.
The solvency of the
banks of New York is unquestioned
today, and while a few of the Helnze
Institutions throughout the country
may be slightly crippled. It Is the
general belief that his firm will pay
out dollar for dollar.
Helnze has asked that the firm be
peimltted to do this and be reinstated on change, and while it Is hardly
likely that the latter request will be
granted, the clearing house will take
steps to see that all claims are paid
as far as the brokers' estates have
the funds.
KidKvIv Won't Atft.
19.- Washington, D. C, Oct.
Comptroller of the Currency W. B.
Rldgeley today declined the presidency of the Mercantile National
Hank of New York.

of Newsom would not stand Investigation.
A cipher telegram figured In the
proceedings. The mysterious missive
is said to have been sent to Chico and
to have contained Instructions in regard to the abducilnn. C. W. Isaacs, a
Western Union telegrapher, end L.
Westbrook, clerk of a Chlco hotel,
were examined in connection with the
cipher paper. Mrs. Mclxinakl. wife
of James McDonald, while waiting
for her husband to emerge from the
Jury room, said the hotel clerk had
told her thut Newsom went to him
and tried to get him to say that he
had received the telegram. According
to Mrs. McDonald, the hotel clerk
told her he had never received the
strange epistle.

DEIS

AND

POPS

FUSE

IN

NEBRASKA

Lincoln, Nebr., Oct. 19. Secretary
today announced
tState Jenkins
that fusion had been accomplished;
by the
on nearly every candidate
democrat and populists, who had
surmounted all the obstacles placed
under iho new primary law.
of

SARAH SAYS SHE
WILL DIE ON STAGE
19. Sarah
France,
Paris,
Oct.
Bernhardt, in denying the rumor
that she Is to retire from the stage,
leiterated her oft expressed declaration that she will play until she
dies.
"The fate I "hope for," she said, "is
Henry Irving
tr
the death that
died."
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
iMaiMMMMHMMMMBBmHMHHMIIMi
ground
In Oklahoma on
the
BLOCK
E ATENED

AGAIN
Big Orders of Cars Aid Sit-

uation But Power
Is Short.
"Western and xouthwestern roads
are already earing for the heaviest
volume of business tn freight traffic
which they have ever known. The
movement though extremely heavy
at the present time will be greatly
accelerated by the end of the present
which' Is usually known
month
among among freight departments
as the heaviest time of the year. It
la at this time of the year that the
movement of grain and live stock Is
.Large shipments of
the heaviest.
coal are also made at this season of
the year. which 1s another large item
In the movement of freight traffic.
As a result of the extreme amount
of business which is being done now
the question which Is worrying the
officials of the railroads at the present time 1s whether the equipment
of the roads will be large enough to
avoid the lamentable congestion of a
year ago. The movement of freight
this season will be approximately 41
per cent greater than the movement
of a year ago and although many of
the railroads have added a great
amount of equipment during the past
season there is still a great deal of
fear and anxiety among the officials.
In fact there Is already a great deal
of congestion In the yards of the
different roads converging in Kansas City and St. Louis. According
to the presnt outlook these conditions will become general all over
the entire west.
Need Motive Power.
What most of the railroads In the
west seem to lack at present Is sufficient motive power. All roads are
making an effort to get the motive
power up to the maximum.
The
roads which have placed orders during the last year for delivery of locomotives are now pressing the man
ufacturers for their delivery as soon
as possible. The Kansas Southern
has made arrangements for the de
livery of SO new engines within the
next two or three weeks.
The Frisco has ordered 100. The
Banta Fe has been receiving deliver
ies from the Baldwin works almost
dally for the last few weeks and have
placed orders for fifteen additional
on burners which are expected fot
delivery in time to alleviate the pre
ent conditions.
Buying Cars.
In addition to the large orders for
new motive power all the railroads
have busied themselves during the
past season in getting their cars and
rolling stock in condition to pre
vent repetition of the car shortage
of last season. Practically every one
of the great western systems have
ordered new rolling stock, a large
part or which has already been de
livered and Is now In service. In all.
the larger systems of the west have
during the past season, ordered 37
600 new cars and about BOO locomotives. .With most of this already in
Bervice It would appear that there
would Ibe little chance of a car shortage this season, but It looks rather
doubtful when it is known that the
movement of traffic this season will
be 41 per cent greater this year than

year

OIL
FIKL, IV MEXICO,
Guadalajara, Mex., Oct. 19. The
Mexican Petroleum company is now
supplying to the Mexican Central rail.
way from its reserolrs at Kbano. Kan
Luis Potosi, 6,000 barrels of fuel oil
daily. The price paid for the oil by
me oh ex loan central is 60 cents gold
a carrel, or a total of 16,000 Mexl
can currency a day. The railroad
has now 170 locomotives equipped
on.
lor Durning the
On the Guadalajara division of the
Mexican Central eleven
locomotives are In service. Oil is ibe
Ing delivered regularly to he storage
tanks in Ouadalajara and Yurecuaro.
1MA1

.

.
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OUTAIVS

IIAllKIM AN IS lXVAIHNCi
JI1L1S TKKIUTOHY.
Portland, Ore., Oct. 19. Interviewed yesterday regarding the Oregon
and Washington railroad, a Harrl- man project designed to enter the
Hill territory in the north, General
Manager O'Brien of the Harriman
system said that actual construction
work would be commenced about the
first of the year. Most of the pre- llminary work on the road between
Portland and I'uget sound has been
done and matters are being shaped
for the construction work.
ItOCK ISLAI II AS
I Tl ) 1 A V N A PPK A Ii.
Washington, U. C, Oct. 19. The
territory
of
the
of Oklahoma
suit
against the Itock Island
railroad,
which has been pending for some
time, has been dismissed by the supreme court of the United Mates.
An injunction was obtained against
1 1

1

road
the
In that territory was higher than its rate on
wheat in Kansas which. It was
charged, convtituted a violation of
the charter of the road. The appeal
whs withdrawn at the Instance of the
railroad.
SANTA IT, OFFICIAL
WKITIvS OF COAL PRICES.
J. H. KoontJ!, general freight agent
of the Santa Fe, In replying to a letter of the Las Vegas Optic concern
ing the coal situation In the Meadow
City, In part says:
'In the first place, It Is unneces
sary, possibly, for me to say so, but
nevertheless It Is true, that the conditions which at present
confront
you are more the outgrowth of an
advance In the prices of coal as made
by the operators and Jobbers than
it Is in the freight "rates."
It Is reported that J. W. Kendrlck,
second vice president of the Santa
Fe, who is now off duty on indefinite
recently,
leave, which he requested
will not return to the big system. C.
of transW. Kouns, superintendent
portation, has Ibeen appointed acting
F. A. Lehsecond vice president.
man, his assistant,
will
take Mr.
Kouns' place temporarily.
A box car belonging to the signal
service of the tianta Fe, was destroy
ed by fire in the Ias Vegas yards
yesterday evening. The Meadow City
tire companies had a hard time keeping the Are from some large nearby
buildings.
J. H. Burke received the largest
number of credit marks on the &an- ta Fe system during the past month.
He is a conductor on the Albuquer
que division, and was commended for
his zeal In taking up scalper's tickets.
It. E. Wilson, assistant Industrial
commissioner of the Santa Fe railroad, is In Las Vegas from his head
quarters at Chicago, to attend the
farmers' convention being held in
that city.
publicity man
F. L. Vandergrlft,
for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railroad, Is In Las Vegas today from
his headquarters at Chicago to at
tend the farmers' convention.
Charles J. Drury, who Is In charge
of the bonus system of the Santa Fe,
Is In Las Vegas today from his head
quarters at La Junta on railroad
business.
Mrs. Conroy arrived In the city
last night from Reno, Nev., to Join
her husband, who Is employed by the
They will make their
Santa Fe.
home In Las Vegas.
R. J. Lyddane, claim adjuster for
the Santa Fe railroad in New Mexico, Is In Las Vegas today on busi-

that the rate on wheat

ness.

Payson Ripley, trainmaster of the
Rio Grande division. Is expected
home tonight from a visit In Topeka.
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are
Droving to the people without
a
penny's cost
the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all deal
ere.
RATON

GENERAL

STORE IS SOLD
C.

P.

Retailor and Whole
saler, J'lirchaMcti Colurs
IiU'villC&tf.

Raton, N. M., Oct. 19. (Special.)
Conn's general merchandise store,
Simon Cohn manager, has been sold
to C. F. Remaberg, a prominent retail and wholesale merchant of this
plac. Mr. Cohn has not decided his
future location or business.
Hugo Seaberg, accompanied by his
wire ana aaugnters ana his aged
mother, left today for Denver, Colo.,
tor a visit. Mr. Seaberg will return
after a brief stay, the family will
remain for an extended visit.
Rev. Samuel Magill, pastor of the
Presbyterian church, went to Tucum-car- l,
N. M., Wednesday to assist In
the installation of Rev. W. H.
as pastor there.
The county commissioners of Colfax county have received and acted
favorably on a petition from Folsom,
N. M
asking for an appropriation
to construct
a wagon road from
Johnston mesa to Folsom, the town
of Folsom to pay for one-ha- lf
the
construction.
Dr. George L. Flemmlng Is home
from an extended trip to Idaho.
The ladies of the Presbvterlan and
Christian churches are holding a
rummage sale. The ladles have clear
ed close to 1150.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Walker, of
Kansas City, who have been visiting
.Mrs. (7. F. 'Remsberg. a niece of
Mrs. Walker, leave Tuesday for their
home.
A weak stomach, causing dyspep
sia, a weak Heart with palpitation or
intermittent pulse, always means
weak stomach nerves or weak Heart
nerves. Strengthen these Inside or
controlling nerves with Dr. Shoop's
how quickly
Restorative
and see
disappear.
ailments
Dr.
these
Shoop, of Racine, Wis.,
will
mail
samples free. Write for them. A
test will tell. Your health Is certainly worth this simple trial. Sold
by all dealers.
Du-Bo- se

Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy 'without them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering1,
danger and fear that she looks forward

s

to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene
trating and soothing1 properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Book containing
bottle of druggists.
valuable information mailed free.

Burner's

THE

CrACri ID P.LCILATCH CO., Atlanta, Ca.
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EVENING

CITIZEN.

performs what is called a hurricane
hurdle and Jockey net. Upon a purely bred fiery Arabian stallion. Miller stands upright, dashing at highest speed and leaping high hurdles
and over obstacles until the wonder
of it all is that he can maintain his
pfrlliom and difficult position; Edward V. Hocuni is nnother rider who
accomplishes the hazardous somer
sault on the bare buck of a galloping horse; Dolly Miller does a high
school menage act; John Curroll has
the most highly educated equine in
the world In his horse "Rlnnldo."
The latter goes through his act without a rein, bridle or trappings of any
Rind and without word of command;
Herbert Rumley is the famous rough
rider and George Settler has a novel
act with his six pure white Shetland
ponies. The twentieth Jubilee sou- vejnlr tour of the Norrls & Rowe
show will surelv be one long to
be remembered.
The shows will ex
hibit at Albunuerque Friday, Oct
ober 25th.

W. Craddlnston.
of Raton, spent
last night In Uf Vigas.
Romado (Inrdunn, of Chnperlto,
spent the day in Las Vegas.
C. L. Hodges, of Melrose, N. M.,
Is In I.as Vrgas today on business.
Purveyor John Zimmerman, of Las
Vegas, Is in Santa Fe on business.
W. T Frown left Las Vegas this
noon fcr Valrnf ranch at Watrous.
Demetrio Triijlllo, farmer in the
vicinity of OJo Callenta, is in Banta
Fe.
W. L. Rarclay, of St. Paul. Minn.,
Is In Laj Vegas today on land busi
ness.
OOKTC!
Vegas on
OOKK1
Porflro Aforeu is in
business today from his home at
Wo now linndlo good, clean coke.
Penasco.
Also tile Crested KutUs Anthracite
Coal.
Camllo Montoya, of Vlllanueva,
was in Las Vegas yesterday on land
JOHN S. nEAVEN.
business.
J is(( Luis Tapla wa In Las Vegas
yesterday from his home at

Miss Lollta Borrego, of Santa Fe,
has been visiting relatives in
Las Vegas, has returned home.
Eutemlo Gallegos, a well known
cattle man and sheep raiser of La
yuesta, is in Las Vegas today on
business.
Mrs. J. P. Hand, Mrs. Prlmo and
daughter, Miss Marguerite, are In Las
Vegas today from the Hand ranch at
Los Alamos.
Civil Engineer John
II. Walker
left Santa Fe yesterday for Kennedy,
where he went to perform some sur
vey work.
R. A. Klstler, for many years edi
tor of the Las Vegas Optic, is now
at work with a surveying party In
Montana.
Rev. Father C. Seux, Catholic
priest at Chamlta, who has been in
Santa Fe for several days, left thiB
morning for his post of duty.
W. II. Comstock, the dry farmer,
rct'irnei t. Las v'egas la3t tvenins
from the east, accompanied ty pros
pective buyers of mesa lands.
John W. Sullivan, manager of the
New Mexico Fuel
and Iron com
pany's mines at Hagan, is in Santa
on
business for his company.
Fe
C. iF. Spader, of Rernallllo, county
commissioner
of Sandoval county,
and merchant of tho county seat,
spent today in Santa Fe on business.
Harold H. Brook, secretary of the
Ramon Land and Lumber company,
the headquarters of which are at
Buckman, wag in Santa Fe yesterday on a visit to his mother.
Mrs. Belle Walker, of Raton, re
turned to her home yesterday after
a two weeks' visit In Santa Fe as the
guest of her son and daughter-in-laMr. and Mrs. John H. Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Walker, of
Kansas City, who have been in Santa Fe for the past two weeks as
guests at the home of their nephew,
John II. Walker, left yesterday for
their home.
J. Castle Rldgeway, of Washing
ton, D. C, Is a visitor in Santa Fe.
Mr. Rldgeway was formerly private
secretary to U. S. Senator Shelby M.
Cullom, and is now a United States
bank examiner.
C. C. Bennett, of Denver and Rob
are
ert Pruitt, of Albuquerque,
spending the day in Las Vegas on
business for the Colorado State Life
Insurance company.
C. D. Boucher, O. L. Gregory, M
Ft. Williams and G. W. Ward, of Las
Vegas, left last night for Carlsbad,
X. M., as delegates to the meeting
grand
of the grand
commandery,
chapter and grand blue lodge to bo
city.
held in that
The Misses Helpllng, of Spencer-vlll- e,
Ohio, returned to Santa Fe last
some time
evening. They spent
there last spring for the benefit of
younger
sister but
the health of the
returned home some months ago on
account of the death of their mother.
Rev. Thomas M. Harwood, of Al
buquerque, principal of the Spanish
Methodist mission school In the Duke
City, and a minister of the Methodist church, spent the day in Santa
Fe on an interesting mission. He se
cured forty seats which had been
used for many years In the Spanish
Methodist church there, to be placSpanish
ed In the new Memorial
Methodist church now in course of
erection in Albuquerque. These were
turned over to him by the Methodist
church authorities and shipped here.
Rev. Thomas M. Harwood is a nephew of Rev. Thomas Harwood, who
years has been identifor thirty-fiv- e
fied with Spanish Methodist mission
work in the territory.
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Should Remind You
That You Need a

Imp

Las Vegas, N. M Oct. t9. I.ast
night was farmers' night in Las Vegas.
Prof. J. 1). Tlnsley, the expert
who has arranged for the first meeting of the San Miguel county farmers' Institute, delivered an address
at the commercial club to a large
audience of farmers from this vicinity.
"The Formation
of County
Farmers' Institutes,
Their Objects,
Benirflts,"
was
anil
his subject.
Prof. 11. W. Campbell, the apostle
of dry farming,
also delivered a
short address.
Today the farmers have organized
an Institute and propose to make the
meetings worth while. A
fine exhibit of agricultural products
was arranged for the first meeting
and attracted much attention.
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TODAY

Attcmlaiiee nt Sessions of
County I iisi Utile In Thai City,
the Plrst to he Held.

1,

Coal or Wood

HEATER
We have a Fine Assortment
Heaters bought in car lots.
Prices and quality defy competition.

Cheap for Cash or on
"We Set 'em Up.

Pay-ment-

al

Im AsuperiorV
AIR TIGHT.

2
O

s.

W. V. FUTRELLE, Albuauerque, N. M.

who

BARE-BAC-

EEN business men have
for years been enthusiastic wearers of

SPECIAL FEATURE

Glowing accounts of the sensationriding features with
al bare-buc- k
the N'orrls & Howe circus have
that snows coming visit to
this section. Before last season's
tour had come to a close, Norrls &
upon the
Howe had
determined
riders they would secure for the
present tour if offers of high salaries could attempt the expert bareback riders to Blgn contracts, so It
was with unconcealed
satisfaction
that the young showmen signed contracts from riders whose names are
famous in the realm of white tents.
George Holland and Rose Dockrlll
are a duo of the most accomplished
bare-bac- k
experts whose astounding
feats have been heartily applauded
by Kuropean as well as American
audiences.
Holland Is a somer-aul- t
rider and
Miss Dockrill is one of the daintiest
and graceful equestriennes.
Another
charming figure upon the bare-bac- k
of a swiftly running horse is dainty
Kdna Maretta who has no equal as
a somersault rider;
Frank Miller
pre-ceed-

Write UN for
Catalogue and Prices

SHOES for MEN

$350
.

"

Sl"
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.

$500

$ZEOO

Wm.
Chaplin
121 Central Avenue

J. D. EatlB, Pre ildevt
O. Oloml, Vie Prwldeat.

T

WBgg?

Cku. Well!,

O. BackeckJ,

erCAo:

TTMrura.

Consolidated Liquor Company

'J

Cuoctuora to

MEL1NI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

"

GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on

A filOMI.

Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruca
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look into this.
RIO

GRANDE LUMBER

Phone 8.

Wm

In J foe to outfit tho
kpmost0vrytblBff
fastidious bar eomplato

Hava bean appo!nUf axclualva agents n tha outhwat fa Vac. a,
Schlltz, Wm. Lamp and St Loula A. B. C Brawarlaa; Ytllawatona,
Qraan River, V. H. McBrayafa Cedar Brook, Lula Hunter, T.J. Man.
arch, and other standard eruide of whleklea too numereue ta mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the at might article as received by 11 from tie bast laertaa.
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United 6 tat a. Call aid kasaat
Btock and Prlci, or writs for Illustrated C&takre aac i tie Ua.
leaned to dealere only.
TC$m,gKjptfj

that bill of lumber.

-
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Cor. 3rd and Marquette
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Bras Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column aad Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
ft0palrm on Mining nnd mill Mmcnlnmry m mpoolmltv
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. I
fP.

OUR

AD VER TISEMENTS

O000X)OOOC000O
W. o. PATTERSON

Livery
and Boarding Stabler
Silver Avenue.
Telephone

311313

West

ALllUyi'lUtQUK.

NEW MEXICO.

Y(UJ

57.

& ROWE'S
NORRIS
-

HEW BIG SHOWS
CIRCUS
MENAGERIE

TWICE

MUSEUM

ARE READING

HIPPODROME

LARGER THAN EVER

BEFORE

Ef?iD RINGS- - uSm

CIRCUS THROUGHOUT

THIS OME

,

.

CIRCUS DAY AT ALBUQUERQUE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER
PERFORMANCES

25

AT 2 AND 8 P. HI.
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Superior Lumber and Mill Go,
We have the only planing; mill In the southwest that Is equipped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call onus before pi acn gy a or
J1
SOUTH OF VIADUCT

-

ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.

iooooooooaaxxx)00oooo

THE

MEN AND WOMEN.
I'm Big U for annavtaral
ta 1 1 t tert-Y- l
di:hrg,iflOmnmuotit,
or ulcareUioai
UtttrtatM
U
tmutiout
toi w Mrtiurt,
0f mucous aieuibranM.
rrMtt ChIkim. pftinlMs, mad not wtriu
HEEvmCrflCJUC0.
fut or Mitu&oui.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

r

ICUHUTLO.

J. Korber & Co.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

A NEW

BIG

Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning.Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL klNDS VEHICLES

()1EITH1S
ONQUEROR

2JUST

RIDING

K

mm
cw mm

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkola Rooting

or MDt In plain wrapper,
Ct. A. j
prepaid, lor
t?1.00."pre,
W
or bottle Z.76.
?m Circular
tout ea rwjuMt.
X

First and Marqtfette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Every Woman
and ahould know
about tn WLiiiiu-riu-
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BUILDERS'
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A.W

NewsNff Troupe Russian Dancers,

The Leffel Trio.
Aerlalists Supreme,
Melnotte Lenolle Troupe,
Wire Artists.

no
..

11

The

1.

.

Oil V.

The Banvard Family,
Trampoline Bart.
The

Grand Spectacular Street Parade 10.30 a. m.

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Clileago lumber. Kherwln-William- s
Paint None Hotter. IiulldlnK Paper, riaxUf, Mine, Cement, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.,
Etc.. Ktc.

J.

C.

BALDRIDCE

423 South First

RATimnAY.

OCTOBKR

evening khtizzzt.
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GREAT CLOSING OUT SALE

.

OF

WHITNEY COMPANY'S RETAIL DEPART MENT
The Following are a Few of Articles Carried:
Shelf Hardware, Builders' Hardware, Mechanics' Tools of All Kinds, Stoves and Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Tin Ware, Enamel
Ware, Nickel and Silver Plated Ware, Table and Pocket Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Scales House Furnishing Goods of All Kinds,
Rubber and Cotton Hose, and Hundreds of Other Articles too Numerous to Mention

Slaughter of Immense Stock in This Department
Commences Monday, October 21st.

TERMS CASH

25 to 75 Per Cent Reduction From Regular Prices During This Sale

Tlhis is Youar Oppoirtomiity to Secure IRaire
RETAIL DEPARTMENT

- - WHITNEY COMPANY'S
J 15 SOUTH FIRST STREET
MUST PAY IF IT
WANTS DIAZ

BACK
Arizona Won't Foot . Bill For
Extraditing Prisoner
From Mexico.

can, and told District Attorney Dick
what they did not want Dlez lad
enough to pay for him, adding that
to bring him back would be worse
than to leave him In Mexico.
Not satisfied with letting the matter drop. District Attorney Dick has
again written Governor Kibbey, who
received a letter from him today,
stating just what the Pima county
supervisors have done, and asking
for further advice in the matter.
Figuring a Way.
While the Arizona officials are
trying to figure out some way to get
and
him back into the teritory
make the other fellow pay for it,
Diaz occupies a cell in the state
prison at Magdalena, unmindful of
all the official trouble he is causing.
From the outset District Attorney
Dick decided that the return of
Diaz would have to be made through
the departments having profited by
the recent trip Superintendent Thomas Kynnlng of the territorial prison
made to Sonora.
'Kynnlng went after a Mexican who
had escaped from the territorial
prison while treated as a trusty, because he had but a few more months
's
to serve. He was arrested at
request in Sonora, but when
the latter went after him he was
told that he could not have the man.
One Experience.
Rynnlng had been given to understand that he could have the prisoner on a requisition from Governor
Kibbey, but when he got lntoSonora
was told that he would have to ask
for him through the state department at Washington, D. C, which
would In turn take the matter up
with the proper officials in the City
of Mexico.
Dick wants to take no chances,
and when he wrote to Governor Kib
bey recently that he believed Diaz
would not be gotten back without
considerable red tape he at the same
time suggested that Kibbey have the
territory pay the expense of sending
him.
Governor Kibbey agred with Dick
that the state department must be
seen, but disagreed with him that
Arizona should stand for money that
would be spent getting him back.
Diaz Is wanted for stabbing a man
at Silver Hell in Pima county, several months ago. He was caught,
but managed to make his escape
from the Pima officers and made

American
Royal
Live Stock
Show

f

October

THEY MAKE YOU FEEL GOOD!
Never disorder your digestion or
make life no longer worth the livWriting about cakes, pies and
other pastry from our ovens. Carefully made from high class materials why shouldn't they be good?
Everybody knows about our bread.
What? You don't? Better get

14-1-

9,

Rate

$40.70.

it Oct. 21st.

Flro Insurance

Agents for the best lire
Insurance companies. Telephone us the amount you
want on your resldense
and household goods. It
Is dangerous to delay.

lim-

Masonic Meeting Carlsbad, N. M., Oct. 21 to 26

ria

Farmers' National

ti1

gress,

O.T

Oklahoma City,
Oct 17 to 27, '07.

Rate $37 for the round
trip. Ticket on sale Oct. 15,
16, 17 and IN. Return limit

lXJlt BALE.
.bargain for this week
residence, modonly;
ern, In fourth ward. Nearly
new, 8 full lots, fine lawn
and shade, barn. Eaty payments. Location very

$311 50

Itching
piles provoke profanity,
wuii't cure them.
profanity
Doan's Ointment cuiea Itching, bleeding or protruding piles, after years
of suffering. At ur.y drug store.

but

A

lynptums, suunc
tent
teiled
levies Advisory Dept., The Chatunotiga Medicine Co.. Chattanoogi. Tenn.

vUr-

For rent

parts of city.
for list.

In

different

Call at oftloe

for 33 Years
With Sore rh-ehave been afflicted with sore eyes
years
thirty-threyears.
e
Thirteen
for
at?o I became totally blind and was
My eyes were
blind fur six years.
's
One of my
na.lly inflamed.
gave
me half a
Salve and
box of it. To my surprise it healed
my eyes and my sight came back. ,
bors insisted upon my trying Cham-V's
C. EarlH. Cynthlana. Ky.
Salve Is for sale by alt
s

I

vlublt6t-Mml1luitrat-

UK

Houses

AfflU-to-

Forts, of Toledo, 111, vrltes: "I am well pleased vlth tha results of using Cardui.
have
taken three bottles and am now perfectly veil, free from pain and have gained 25 pounds In weight"
If you need MedleelAd- far fr copy of
Book far Women
l
liTHlTC ItC i I rTTPn Wrlttody
envelope
In plain
age, n4 reply will be
dMcrtt your
1

date, Prices reasonable.

Adoreu

s

Price $25.00 Per Acre

Oct. 31.

Mrs. Leota

f LE I

stract books that Is up to

All under ditch, and sixty-acreunder cultivation. Remainder of land is virgin soil free from alkali, and suitable for meadow, alfalfa and gardening. Good location
for a colony. Splendid investment for dividing up and selling in small
tracts, or by putting it all under cultivation. Will average 125 tons of
hay and alfalfa per annum at present.

Con-

Wine of Cardui
U3

ABSTRACTS
Abstracts of title furnished on Bernalillo County propererty on short notice. The only set of ab-

In a body within six miles of Albuquerque.

round trip. Kettini limit Oct.

Women's troubles very often occur regularly at a certain tlma every month. Because thi3 may have been so all your life, 13 no reason why It should continue.
Many thousands of women, who had previously suffered from troubles similar to yours,
due to disorder of the womanly organs, have found welcome relief or cure In that
wonderfully successful medicine for women,

IT Kl 1 El

LOANS
Have negotiated loans
on Albuquerque real estate for the past 20 years,
without a single loss to
loaner. Safety and satisfaction to both parties.

1000 Acres of Valley Land

Tickets on salo Oct. 10, 20,
21, to Kl I'n. to or Trinidad,
(Jolo., at rata of one fare for

FOK KENT.

For
Woman's
Eye

Telephone 10

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

ar

,

M. R. Summers, Secy.

Established 1888
Incorporated 1003

219 West Gold

1907
Return

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

Tickers on wile Oct. 12 to

16.

ing.

J.

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

Kansas City, Mo.

Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 19. Governor
Ki'bbey's refusal to let the territory
stand the expense and the decision
of the Pima county supervisors that
they will not foot the bill will probably ave Antonio Diaz from .being
returned to Tucson for a murder at
Silver Bell.
Diaz waits In a cell at Magdalena,
PIONEER BAKERY
Sonora, while the
territorial and
SO 7 South First Blrat.
county officials
if
decide which,
either, shall bear the expense of
NOTICE FOIl PUBLICATION.
xending after end (bring him back to
Department of the Interior,
the teritory to be tried.
Land
Several days ago District Attorney
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.( Sept. 22,
Henton Dlclc of Pima county wrots
1907.
to Governor Kibbey, asking that ofNotice Is hereby given that Thos.
ficial to make the extradition of the
J. McNeill, heir of Mary J. McNeill
Mexican and his return on a terriof Bluewater, N. M., has filed notice
of his Intention to make final five-yetorial charge.
Promptly
Governor Kibbey reproof in support of his claim.
plied that the matter would have to
viz:
.Homestead ttntry no.
up
through
the regular
be taken
made Aug. 4, 1907, for the NE hi
NVVK, Section 82, Township 12N.,
channel of the state department at
Range 11W., and that said proof will
Washington, D. C, and that Aribe made before Sllvestre Mlrabal, U.
zona would not pay the cost, but If
S.
county
want
court commissioner, at San Rahim back Its
Pima
fael, N. M., on November 6, 1907.
taxpayers must stand the expense.
He names the following witnesses
Won't Sjentl Money.
to prove his continuous residence
District Attorney Dick laid the
supupon,
county
and cultivation of, the land,
matter before the Pima
viz:
ervisors explaining to them that
C.
Chapman,
Samuel
Hiram
Governor Kibbey had rofused to
Young Eugene T. Chapman, Ernest
endorse the suggestion that the terA. Tletjen, all of Bluewater, N. M.
ritory be made responsible. He
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
a.sked
the Iboard If Pima county
Register.
his way to Mexico.
could stand sponser for the cost.
once
at
Pima supervisors looked
esget
Subscribe
CTttwo
account,
and
Tim
twice
for
at
the
upliolnterlng
bank
re Charles L.
For
their
317-1- S
Kepixic-rtimated cost of returning the Mexi Uie news.
bouth Second.
Hyn-nlng-

- J 15 SOUTH FIRST STREET

nelgh-berlaln-

Cham-bf-rlain-

FOIl SALE.
brick residence
large
grounds of finest
with
garden land. Ilarn and poultry houses. Fruit and shade
trees. Within thres
of
street railway.

$2850

FOJt SALE.
lots with two
brick business houses. Good
investment, with certainty of
speedy advance In value.

$6000

2

000CXK300000000

FOIl 8ALE.
Railroad frontage property. West side of Santa Fa
track, 75x200 feet .n corner.
Very dealrible tit coal
isrds,
or other business requiring
side tracks. Close In.

$2800

$1800
2

FOH &LE.
cottage,
Modern
lots, close In.. Easy

OSKexSOeKmKomxjmjmjoeK
Finest Whiskies

The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

BARNETT. PtopV.

t 2 0 West Railroad Avenoe

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

ooooooooooooo ooooooooooeooc
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WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

siRsoRirnos katks.
One rear by mall In advance ..,
One month by maJI
One month by carrier within vitj limit

$5.00

There Is not a more Ideal
fishing tackle, traps and dogs at your service.
place to rest, recuperate and fee the real life of the west anywhere In the
and the horcs from the range .will be broken
Kvery minute teems with a new and wholesome Interest
In a few weeks.
fur you If you have never lived on a ranch.
Dally stage to the railway station.
YOU ColI.D.VT WEND MURE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK
F TOO TRIED.
If you have come west to spend the winter, don't stuy In .town. .Inquire
this office or address The Valley Ranch, Pecos, New Mexico.
The round up

Is now on

60

--

Jf. M.t

The only lllustrntetl dally newspaper In New Mexico and the be
vertising medium of the Southwest.

KATVimw,

i,

onronrn

io7.
a?

beef
Pitchers full of rich creamy milk dozens of freshly laid egg
A genuine
Fish and ftame and pure mountain air.
lllcd on the range.
The Pecos
Id ranch house nestling In the prettiest valley In New Mexico.
Saddle horses, guns,
river filled with mountain trout right at the door.

&0

Entered as second cln.n matter at the rostofflce of Albuquerque,
ader Act of Congress of March 8. 1879.

ad-

THK AliBrQt'TTRQl'K CITIZKN IS:
The leading; lU'pnlilican dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."

TURKEYS

lr

Sunday we have a few cJiolec, fat turkeys.
they will not Ins long.

Ai.nrQrr.nQVE crn7.EX has:
theThe
flnet equipped Job drartment

1
1

a

F. H. STRONG

1
1

Furniture, Crockery,

;

Glassware, Rugs,
Stoves

n

STRONG BLOCK

Order early,

Young Ducks. Sptings and Hens

In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Serrtca.

'

CITIZEN.

DOES IT COST YOU TO LIVE?

WHAT

world.

W. S. STRICKLER

EVENING

-

A jrood

"WE GET THE NEWS F1HST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

Inn

supply of choice fancy stock.

clcewhcre.

Call anil Inspect before

Bismarck Kraut
shipment. Just opened up. Bismarck Kraut
the market. 15c per quart.

Is

New

the finest In

OYSTERS

tffte Pecpte.

Are nmv arriving dally, and supply
Y. Counts nnd Blue. Points come to n
from the packer on Ixniff Island Sound
V. This bay has Ioiik been famous for
ed nnd futtct oysters in the world.

It Is to the credit of our people of Albuquerque and of Bernalillo county
that they are circulating petitions for a meeting for the purpose of forming
a statehood league in this county, which will form a part of the territorial

league.
The meeting has been called for Monday evening, at 7:30 o'clock, over
Zelger's Cafe, and The Citizen hopes that it will be attended as largely as
possible.
The cause Is one for the common good without partisanship, politics of any brand, and without personal good for one more than for all.
It is rarely the case that the people can one and nil find something upon
This Is one of
which each and every one may unite without dissension.
those rare occasions when any man, woman or child, who can oppose statehood does not merit consideration.
The Citizen does not believe that one rr.an can be found In this city who
In fact, the sentiment Is very strong all over ihe
would oppose statehood.
territory so strong that It Is statehood or a fight with the people of New
Mexico, from our governor down.
Everyone should get out Monday night and help form the organization
that will represent Bernalillo county in the statehood campaign.
Governor Curry has addressed an open letter to the people of BernaIt Is an open and
lillo county, which wJll be read before the assembly.
frank statement of his views and policies and all should hear It.
Harmony should be the sentiment and the fact, and statehood, regardless of party, should be the sole object as It will be.

Radiant Home Heaters
The Most Elegant Base Burners Made

Also Inspect Our Large Line of

ABOUT TOWN j

UtHTtUf Itttl
lTlcil for llccord.
and
Oct. IS. W. C. Wood
wife to Peter O. Walker, north
s

HEATERS
n..- tu
r ii
juicy jjuhi
jCpveryining

I'.nisi'oiMil
St.
Church
John'
Worship with sermon by the rector.
ii. W. Fletcher took, at 11 a. m.,
and' 7:30 p. m. The subjects of the
sexmons will be "Does God Care,"
and "The Sayer or Doer, Which?"

7'4 feet of lot 9, block 3, Lewis
Simonds addition.
Land
Oct. 19. Albuquerque
Co. to D. F. Gill, see record for
description.
3

&

arrca-fe-

Coles Hot Blast

Where To

m

We Carry the Largest Line of Ranges,
Base Burners, Heaters, Cook and
Oil Stoves in New Mexico.

P

First Metliodlst Fpiscopnl Church
The Rev. J. C. Rollins, D. D., pas
tor.
The Sunday school meets at
Fine new pears at the Richelieu 9:45. Morning worship with sermon
territorial fair said that Grocery.
The Citizen at the close of the twenty-seventby pastor at 11
o'clock. Epworth
the fiesta had been a success In every way. The Citlz:en believes that the
S. Horabln, of Kettner, Is In the League meets at 6:30. All young peoagree
statement.
people generally will
city on business.
with such a
ple invited.
'But today The Citizen's attention Is called to a letter given some undue
Born, last night to Mr. nnd Mr. C.
O
publicity In the morning paper of this city, which Is a subtle sort of a knock H. Appleton, of West Fruit avenue, a
Sunday
Christian Slciicc Service
son.
way.
11
a.
m.
25, Grant build
room
at
In its
at
ing,
avenue
and
corner
open
of
against
paper
Central
weekly
an
San
stand
also
takes
Marcial
A little
at
Just received a consignment of
Subject,
street.
"Probation
our fair, and accuses the business men and the people of Albuquerque of fresh oranges at the Richelieu Gro Third
After Death." Sunday school at 9:45.
cery.
holding up the fair visitors.
Wednesday evening testimonial meet.
Born, yesterday, to Mr. and Mrs. C. lng
Regarding the letter in question, The Citizen has nothing to say exat 7:30. Reading room open daily
Hock, of 116 Marble avenue, a
cept that the morning paper should show more public spirit than not to A.
to 4 p. m.
son.
resent an attack, no matter how veiled upon this city and upon Its people.
Mrs. J. W. Miller and son are In
The fair manage r..a.U may have made some mistakes.
Those anen,
The Baptist Church J. A. Shaw,
city from the Jerhez Hot Springs pastor.
Preaching at 11 a. m. Sub
who never handled anything of the sortbefore, who were not professional the
shopping.
visiting
and
ject, "What Slie Is," and at 7:30 p.
show men and who donated a great deal more time, labor and thought to
boys, charged with fighting m.
Three
Sunday
"D. U. D."
the fair than they received pay for, would have been more than human had and raising a disturbance at the depot school Subloct.
9:45 a. m. Young people.s
at
they not made some mistakes.
last night were arraigned before the meeting
6:30 p. m.
The public
But whatever else may be said, they worked like Trojans for the fair, police Judge this morning and were rftirllnllv at
I n
Inv Irt
tha m
and they honestly and consclentously tried to give the people the biggest fined $5 each.
lames Collister will sing "Face To
More
lA cripple who gave the name
fair for the least money, as they promised In their advertisements.
of
ace.
cnorus. cnotr in tne evening
over they did It.
The George Green, was arraigned before
The fair management did not solicit their Jobs.
CoiiirregiuloiiiU
Church Corner of
citizens had to beg them to accept the positions of trust and responsibility Police Judge Craig this morning on
the charge of being drunk on the Broadway and Coal avenue.
Rev,
because it was necessary to have representative business men at the head of streets.
pleaded
He
guilty
was
and
pastor.
Wilson J. Marsh,
All strang
that fair. The fair officials acted 'only from public spirit and The Citizen given five days in Jail.
Morning
11
ers
welcome.
service
at
feels that they gave the best In them to the big fair. No set of men on
" ''
San Jose Restaurant on Cen o'clock.
earth could do more. Mistakes we all make and the mistakes made by the tralTheavenue
will open Monday un Organ Prelude.!
present fair management sink Into Insignificance before mistakes of other
the old management.
The pat Gloria.
lair officials In New Mexico and elsewhere, No better fair officials have der
ronage of all former patrons Is so Anthem "Jubilate 'Deo '. . .Williams
ver teen at the head of our territorial fairs than those who handled the licited.
Choir.
Solo "The Lord Is Mind
twenty-sevent- h
as far as conscientious Intentions and hard work go.
The funeral
of Miss Emma L. Offertory
ful of His Own From. tt. Paul"
Regarding the San Marcial paper, which is a new arrival In the field, Wilson took place this afternoon
,. . Mendelssohn
fcoth as regards its management and Its knowledge of things territorial, The from the residence,
418 liazeldlne
Mrs. S. B. Miller.
Citizen desires to recall the fact that this paper without reward of any avenue. Interment was made at Sermon by pastor Subject, "Be
cemetery, Rev. Thompson,
' kind,
donated one entire issue to the Socorro fair and without boasting, FalrviewPresbyterian
tween Faith and Doubt.
the
Indian school, Postlude.
knows that it was Instrumental in sending hundreds of people to that fair. of
presided.
Mrs. R. H. Lester, organist.
The Citizen worked for the Socorro fair as faithfully as It did for the big
W. W. A., we now have Evening servlcewat 7:30 o'clock.
territorial fair and donated column after column of reading matter to aid theNotice
required
"Good
a
number
for
praise sorvice.
Usual
that fair for weeks In advance.
fellowship" camp, and there will be
address, "Reckoning
of
What did the San Marcial paper do?
With its limited circulation of a special meeting at 409 West Hun Subject
Without God.'
reome two hundred copies, it contributed its little mite to the Socorro fair lng avenue iMonday evening for the
The Citizen does not desire to detract from Its good work, but this paper and purpo.se of transacting the business
Corner Broad
Christian Church
the people of Albuquerque supported the Socorro fair to the last ditch necessary. By order of C. E. Pal way and Gold avenue. Bible school
mer,
secretary.
a.
m.
10
Subject,
at
Faun
Some of our people who weut to Socorro had mighty slim accommodations
Captured Jerlco." Sermon at
out no one heard them charge swindle, nor did The Citizen attack the fair
Train No. 2 of yesterday arrived at That
following
11
a.
m..
Communion.
the
management.
the wreck
This paper realized the difficulties under which the towns 11 o clock last illic it.
"The Most Excellent Way."
causpd the delay occurred at Subject,
and cities of this territory struggled In giving public affairs of any kind and which
Evening at 7:4. an evangelistic ser
Magdad.
one
engines vice
1600
the
of.
Instead of knocking, The Citizen opened every column of Its front page went mrougn a
be conducted, at which any
will
small oridge weak question will
to Bay a kind word for the Socorro fair.
be discussed that may
The Socorro fair will no doubt be ened by rain, piling
up a freight
an annual event and It can always count on the support of this paper. The train. Passengers on No. 2 report be seriously presented. One already
will be taken up
in
which
handed
territorial fair Is an annual event and The Citizen will back it up to the last rain an the way from California,
and answered from a negative view:
Oltch.
with some snow on the San Francis
Does the Scriptures Teac'h That God
The only thing this paper can say to the San Marcial edator Is that his co mountains.
is a Trinity of Persons?" While not
caliber must be pretty small when ha listens to a few knockers and publishes
The need of the Increased trackage taking the common unitarian view,
Kuch people are the kind who retard every community and facilities of the local passenger sta
their remarks.
nor the current trlnltarlan position,
wno are never happier than when they can break Into print with a knock tion was very evident this morning. the pastor will discuss the subject
passenger
In
were
There
seven
trains
damages
from a purely scriptural standpoint.
that
their neighbor.
The editor of the San Marcial paper did not
vlBlt our fair as a Citizens staff representative did the Socorro fair, and his the local station at one time. Three Minn Eva Mlze will render the solo,
10
train from the east. No.
from the Tears of Christ,
accompanied ny
Information is at bet second-handeand a train load of soldiers Miss Wilson on the piano, and Miss
Ordinarily, the San Marcial paper would be too small for The Citizen south
from the coast east bound. Train Vera Flemmlng on the violin. E. A.
to notice In an affair of this kind were It not for the fact that The Citizen No. 10 arrived on schedule time, but Child, iinlnlster.
did not leave until 8:30.
Is always ready to listen to tha weekly publications of this territory, no mat
Much of
ter how limited their field may be, because The Citizen is Just optimistic this delay orwas caused by crowded
the yards.
enough to believe that each one is opening the field for a dally paper In a condition
TELEGRAPHIC
MARKETS
ew jears, wnen statehood for New Mexico is no longer the cry, but a
The remains of Mrs. Mary Codo
gan arrived here this morning from
realty.
The territorial fair management did its duty as It saw it and deserves r lagstarr, Ariz., and were burled this
,
New York Money Market.
In the family burial lot in
Money
on
19.
New York. Oct.
the credit It has received and the support of every New Mexican.
The afternoon
panta
cemetery.
'Mr. 'and call
Karbara
Prime mercantile paCitlaen does not desire
to open a newspaper controversy since the airs. John
lxdogan, of Las Vegas. per 7 nominal.
per cent.
lair is over and gone, but this paper will at no time sit idly by and watch attended
Mrs. Codogan
the
funeral.
nonesi, conscientious men charged with things of which they are Innocent formerly lived here and before her
New York Metal Market.
no matter how small the paper making the charge nor how
n
New York, Oct. 19. Lead quiet,
the death requested that her remains be
Knocner wiio furnishes the material for such charges out of whole cloth burled here. She was 86 years old $4.55 'K4.75; Lake copper quiet, 12V4
It is a shame that The Citizen Is called upon to take the field in defense at tne time or her death. The fu li 12 . Silver 60C.
neral
place from the Strong
ui Borne or me uesi ana most honorable citizens in New Mexico.
The chapel.took
St. Ixiuls Wool Market.
uiuzen nope u wm not occur again.
St. lmis, Oct. 19. Wool steady.
u
Burtlctte is coming. When Ik' was Territory and western mediums 20
tine medium 19W23c; flue 17 it
The dispatch from Cincinnati reporting the Incident of a street car mailc there niw no more like him 25c;
another Bob 20 c.
conductor beating off two highwaymen with a chicken which he was taking anil there cnii never be
home for dinner almost exceeds the limit of plausibility, says the Kansas llurdittc. Hour him Tuesday night
Kiiiish-- i City Livestock.
uuy limes.
Kansas City. Oct. 19. Cattle fe,ut
mat the chicken could not be utilized as an effective
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
weapon, of course but that a street car conductor could afford such a lux
ci lids 3.000; unchanged.
A girl for general house- Sheep receipts 6,300. Market nomUry at the prevailing price of chickens.
Or is this merely an attempt on the WANTED
$5.00 it 5.50;
wrok. Mrs. Hopewell, 619 West inally steady. Muttonsrange
part of Cincinnati to discount the feat of the Kansas City conductor who
wethers
opper a yen u e.
lambs $6.(11117.50;
paia me expenses or himself und wife on a tour of Europe out of the money
'ij 5.75.
$4.00
ewes
$4.755.611; fed
Very
KENT
nice
Hill
hi; eaveu iiom ins salary.'
apartment. wi:h modern conven
Chlcugo ldvcKtock.
ienees .furnished for housekeeping
Chicago. Oct. 19. Cattle receipts,
I ''.
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West 1.5H0.
steady. Beeves $4.iO(4
The latest thing In flat life In New York is a three-stor- y
Market
bed.
sky
This
Gold avenue.
scraper Idea has about reached the limit.
7.35; cows $1.5uii 5.30; Texans $3.76
dwelling (ii4.70; calves $5.50 (ii 8.25 ; westerns
FOR
RENT Six room
handy to shops. 1 15. Lloyd Hun $4.midi 6. do; stockers $2.50&4.76.
saker, 'JH5 West Gold avenue.
Market
Sheep
receipt? 3.000.
Orief over a patient's death caused a Georgia doctor to commit suicide,
steady. Western $3. 00i 5.60; yearFOR RENT Three room fuilil-heBut they are jiot all that way.
modern house with bath. large lings $").40ii 6.00; Iambs $4.75&7.40;
w estern
yard. 1024 North Second street.
$4.75 (((' 7.35.
Now that the base ball season Is over the favorite sons may expect to
Chlcii(.'i
FOll
Market.
KENT,
OH
HMSII
get the usual press notices.
S.Kl'XFCKMNIII.I FI JtFKl Chicago, Oct.rroduce
quota1
F.l
Oil
AT 20J NORTH EDITH tions:
Di:Ci:
100
May
APPLY
Wheat
ON
PHKMISKS Oil OLD
Inc. 1.04;
A Nebraska couple have Just married for the fourth time.
There I TOWN I'OSTOFFHT'i,
100!..
nothing like varying the monotony.
May 62.
Corn Dec.
Hurdctte the biughiiuc philosophy
Oats Dec. 63': May 65 (ff 66.
Is
coming.
May $1(15.
on
He
1'ork
will
lecture
$15.60;
"Han
Jan.
Isn't the approach of Christmas shopping season enough for a tight die" ai the oM-rItouse Tueiluy
Iard rOct. $9,174: Jan. $8 97 t4.
I
'
money market?
lUK'U.
nibs
at Alul.sou s.
tu 7.7C, Jan. $8.97 fe.

Q6out Our 5air.

See Our Complete Line' of 1907

Is more plentiful. Our N.
In Kcalshtpt Carriers direct
from (.rent South Bay. N.
producing the finest flavor-

"

Mcintosh Hardware Co.
.

d.

low-dow-

--

d

60;

a

tickets

Clothes for Little Men
AND YOUNG MEN

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
IS A HOBBY OF OURS
WTe aim to have the choicest styles and the best display..
This
makes our Children's Clothing Department the favored place when
Our stock is at
mothers are making selection for their little men.
present teeming with the brightest and best things from the

World's

Best Maker of Ederheimer Stein & Go.

M. MANDELL
FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING

REDUCTION $AlL
PIANO
We prosose to reduce our JHiglh Grade
Pianos, and during tihe next ten days
will sell pianos at BARGAIN PRICED
Tlhe Question Iss Are you

interested in
buying' a Piano? If you are, come and
see us. First come Hirst clhoice P

PIANOS

Learnard &ILenbemann
206 WEST GOLD AVENUE

5;

If
V

Wholesale and Retail Hardware of All Descriptions.

,

'

S

s.vrrm.Y,

cx?ronF.n

19,
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THE

Seven Show Windows

Keeping stop with the miwt progressive Hmg llonw of the
o lire carrying a complete line of pmhIm suitable for
Country,
Holiday. Wedding, and Annlversnry Cilfts.
Itrllllnnt Cut filn.w,
Ihilnty Kami Painted China. Illeh leather
.xK Itnlnty Perfumes In Cut ilass Itottles, Toilet Kts, Shaving Sets, Toilet Waters,
llrushcs. Mirrors nnrl Toilet Articles hi finale pieces or sots. Handling these goods In large quantities wo are able to meet any

A. J. MALOY
214 Central Avenue

r

New Pupils

R

P

The place to get

any-- C

Our Prescription
of expert registered

X. II.

thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

and VEGETABLES

J.
1

and

lmg lepartmcnts

plknrnuiclst-s-

nc ousim Lrug nouse ctciwecn

POSTAL

A ftill line always in

MESSENGER

icnvcr ana

ooooooooooooo

ALIiUQIIERQlI E DOCTORS

BOYS ARE ON

stock '

'

'

Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

STRIKE

Bombastic! Will Begin Operation In San
Make
Speehes On Street Corner
dla Mountains On
Strike-breakeTo
Large Scale.

PIcKets

r.

XXXXZXXXXXXX3

Oome
CooKing
Strictly at
J3hQ

Columbus
Motel
1XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOO

French
Bakery
Bread and Cakes
ARE GETTING FAMOUS

That's the Kind Your
Mother Was
Trying to Make
Edwards

&

Nickel

202 East Central

MISTOOK

SOMEBODY

ELSE'S TROUSERS FOR

HISJWN
Now WeeKs Is Doing Ten Days
In City Bastlle For

Larceny.
A young man named C. M. Weeks
was arrested this morning on the
charge of petty larceny. He was ar
raigned before Justice of the Peace
George Craig at 10 o'clock this morning and upon nis pleading guilty, was
sentenced to ten days in Jail.
Last night, Weeks, who is a stranger In the city, applied at the Trimble
livery stable for a place to sleep. He
was allowed to He In the hay and this
morning when he left he took away
with him a pair of pants belonging
to one of the employes of the stable,
and left behind his own pair of tattered troupers. Weeks said he saw
the garment hanging on a hook and
as his own pants were about all in
he appropriated the others. The trous
ers stolen had also seen better days.

TUCSON TOURNAMENT

1PR0MISESJBE

HOT ONE

"Scab, scab; you're nothln' but nn
old scab, that's what you are,"
The above rather startling epithet
was uttered by a small boy, holding
a wheel very much the worse for
wear, on Central avenue yesterday afternoon.
He spoke to another boy
about the ame size holding a brand
new bycycle. Resides a tattered suit
the boy with the old wheel wore a
blue cap, the regulation A. D. T. kind,
which was also very much the worse
Any one would have
Oft for wear.
taken him for a messenger boy, but
no
nlckled plate over the
there was
bill of his cap showing which of the
big telegraph companies
he represented. '
boy
wore
a
other
blue cap,
The
l
was the
(Tlso, and above the bill
nickled plate bearing the word Posgood
were
tal. His clothes
and neat.
He had the appearance of a boy just
from under the hand of a careful
mother. He was not used to being
assailed In the manner the other boy
was talking to him, but he stood his
ground. It was very evident that the
boy doing the talking was more accustomed to the rough ways of the
world than the other.
The boy with the old wheel had
the appearance of one of the many
street urchens who know the value
of the price of a hot tamale, but
would appear very uncomfortable in
a new suit of clothes. His grievance,
it was very apparent, was one of
vital concern to him, and he continued to talk with growing anger.
"You fellows who can eat at home
can work for $15 a month but we
fellers who have to pay for our own
sleepen' and eaten can't; $15 won't
pay the bill. We Joined the union
so as to make the Western Vnlon and
the Postal come through and now you
scabs butt In an spoil it all. when
we're just about to get a raise. I
quit the Western Vnlon to go' to the
Postal cause I could get $2.50 more
there, and now when we are about
to get $20 a lot of you cheap sissy
boys step In and do the work for
1d.
lou re a scav, and you 11 get
what's a comin' to you if we get you
In the alley. We'll spoil those pretty
store clothes for you. We'll fix you so
your mother won't know you. Go
home and tell your mother her son
Is a scab. We'll get you, an you'd
better look out."
With this as a parting shot the
boy with the soiled blue cap got on
his old bicycle and rode away.
This Is a sample of several encounters some new boys working at
the Postal Telegraph company have
had with some striking messengers.
The Postal company pays $17.60 a
month, but the
boys
wanted $20 and because they couldn't
get what they wanted walked out, fol"
lowing the example set by the union
telegraphers. For several days the
strike interferred materially with the
messenger service of the Postal.
A telephone message to the office
on
eiinesday niglil aKlng lor a
messenger to carry some medicine,
re
ceived the following answer:
"We
can't deliver ' It for you; our boys are
on a str4Ke.
Some new boys were hired, but
have been molested more or less by
the pickets of the strikers.
Some
fistic encounters have resulted and
some or the newly hired boys have
been won over into the union. The
speeches made by the bombastic
orators of th,e strikers are more than
can
tne dignity or siriKe breakers
withstand.
NO.
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WRECK WAS
A BAD

PILE-U- P

WItnesa to Wreck Says That It Is a
wonder Jiiat There Ytasn t a
.ret I of Life Among

PuMngcr
Louis de Pattl, who arrived in the
city this morning from the east, on
one of the trains delayed by the No.
4 wreck at Karl, Colo., saya that the

wreck was one of the worst he ever
saw. Two engines were piled up In
the ditch and the cars were lying In
me mcn beside them.
The rear
Pullman was the only car to remain
o nthe track.
That there wasn't a
great loss of life among the passengers seems marvelous. Accprd to Mr.
Pattl a broken rail was the cause of
the wreck.
,
Mr. Pattl has returned
to New
Mexico to spend tho winter after a
visit to home folk at Minneapolis.

Nine ball players left Wichita last
night, who will represent Phoenix In
the Tucson tournament, and will arrive in Tucson or Phoenix .Saturday
morning, toys the Tucson Star. One
is Isbell, of the Chicago Americans.
Phoenix aUto has Hurry Harner and TESTIMONY ALL IN
Pa.
Fred Kaymer, of Johnstown,
manager
Dave CioMberg,
of the
Phoenix Urowns, left for Tucson last
INPAOILLA CASE
night and will probably meet the
PhoeWichita boys here Saturday.
nix reported last night that she is
At 11 o'clock this morning In the
t.
certain to win tlrst prize In the
district court Attorney Pedlllo began the argument before the lurv In
If you want anything on earth, you defense of Candldo Padllla, who la
can get It through the want columns being tried on the charge of cattle
1904.
of The Evening; Citizen. We get re- stealing in November,
ThS
trial of the case was commenced yessult.
terday morning. The defense claims
that Padllla Is placed in an entirely
"
false position by the charge In the
NOTICE.
esindictment and that while the cattle
THE AI.1U Ol'EKQl'E
TANCIA
which he Is alleged to have stolen
HAS
AITO CO.
were sold In the same lot with catMA1E HKADgUAKTHHS
fcPKINtiEH
tle of his own, he made no pretense
WITH THE
10
owning these and did rut receive
of
co.
goldavk., who
the benefit from their sale. The
tic- bunch of cattle In question was sold
kiwi's, receive and hanMeat and bupply
to the Blanchard
ki.k express and icr- v
an
n1sii
information' comtmny.
Jury
a verdict of acThe
returned
desired rei.ativk
quittal after only a few minutes' rehatem. scjieim le, etc.
..
tirement.
tour-jiamen-

transfer,

willat skll

to

This mornng, at a meeting of Interested parties in the office of Dr.
Orunn in the N. T. Armijo building,
the La luz Mining and Smelting
company was organized.
tile officers elected this morning
are P.. Kuppe, president; Dr. T. H.
Dabney, vice president; Dr. K. Osuna,
treasurer, anj It. D. Peeves, secretary. The assets of the company consist of valuable lead mine prospects
In the S.mdia mountains, near High
Peak. These claims were located last
summer and the assays of ore already
taken out show from $30 to $50 a ton
In silver and lead. The mines show
indications of vast deposits of this
sort of ore and the work of developing the property will be commenced
at once. Monday morning Mr. Ruppe
will visit the claims and arrange for
more extensive operations.
A force
of men have been working on the
claims all summer.
The organizers
of the company are principally doctors.

COLD

STORAGE

PLANT

(Oiiitiiiucd

IYom Paso One.)

age products from ml? plant. The
prompt delivery which the new com
pany can guarantee will be to the
advantage of the dealers In the territory who now buy- - ' other supplies
?
In this city.
"I am sure that the cold storage
plant will meet a long felt want and
will prove advantageous to all con
cerned.
"A" Colli Storage ExjK-rt- .
John P.. Price Is a thorough bus!
ness man, In the prime of life and
with a long an 1 honorable
career
He is a man of pleaaant manners
and good Ideals and he knows the
cold storage business like a book
Mr. Price has been In the cold stor
age business for twenty-tw- o
years as
the secretary, treasurer and general
manager of The Cleveland Storage
company of Cleveland, Ohio.
This
company operated the largest stor
age business between New York and
Chicago and was one of the most
successful concerns In the country.
Mr. Price is therefore a thoroughly
practical
and experienced man in
this line and Just the sort of a clti-thAlbuquerque
always welcomes.
The Putney Cold Storage and Ice
company will therefore be managed
and directed by a man who of all
men, is best suited to produce the
very best results and to deliver at all
times prime stock to the dealers of
this city and of the southwest.
Hobert E. Putney needs no introduction to the public of this city.
He has lived all of his life in New
Mexico with the exception of a few
years during childhood.
He succeeded his father as head of L. H.
Putney and company and the tiuxl-neunder his management has doubled several times.
He has a business reputation of the highest- not
only in this city where he Is best
known, but all over New Mexico and
Arizona where his firm does an
ever growing (business.
Mr. Putney at the early age of six
years accompanied
his parents to
Colorado from Lawrence, Kansas.
where his father's wholesale business
was burned by Quantrell
and his
guerillas in their famous raid. The
Putneyg crossed the old Santa Fe
trail in a prairie schooner to build
up their fortunes In the west. They
finally located at Lus Vegas out later
came to Albuquerque
where their
business, social and personal relations are known to their many
friends and associates.
No stronger combination could be
at the
of a new business venture and their statement that tile
plant will be built and operated
means Just that. The article of Incorporation were filed at the capital
today and Mr. Putney said building
operations would be begun immediately.

Canned Fruits WayUp

Registered-Magazin- es

After the two days" vacation at
the close of fair week, students in
the University have resumed their
studies without any apparent loss of
interest, which It was expected would
follow as a result of the dissipation
Incident to this vacation. A number
of. the
of the boys took advantage
occasion to earn a few dollars and
every night were conspic uous as dealers in confetti.
The display made
by the students in the fair parade
was very creditable and the exhibit at
the fair grounds proved to be one of
the most attractive there.
Hobert Prewitt. of Cotumbup. Mo.,
P.enolds Wlgley, of Toledo, Ohio,
Violet fie Tullio, of Albuquerque,
Hobert Sewell and Pauline Sewell, of
Dayton. Ohio, have registered during
the week.
On Friday the first number of the
New Mexico Journal of Education,
to be published from Albuquerque,
was mailed. Prof. Hodgln,
who Is
editor in chief, Is to be commended
for his excellent taste in the selection
and arrangement of material in the
Journal. It contains thirtytwo pages
of Information vaiunble alike to the
teacher and tho general reading pub
lic. This magazine circulates throughgreat
out the territory, and is a
credit to the city of Albuquerque.
P.
Library
to
Mr.
Is
Indebted
The
N. Hanley, of Albuquerque, for a
contribution of several current magazines. The magazine table is not as
well supplied as It should be and It
would be greatly appreciated if other
charitably minded persons would follow the example of Mr. Hanley.
The Xhlva Literary foelety will
hold a meeting tonight fur the annual election of officers. A good program Including a debate on the question "Kesolve, That Athletics Should
be Compulsory in Universities," will
also be given.
The Estrella Literary club, a newly organized club, elected officers on
Thursday.
Tlllle Allen was made
president;
Maria Kallmann, vice
president, and Fleda Smith, secretary
and treasurer. Membership In this
club is limited to young ladies in
the college department. They, will
meet once a week and confine their
work to the study of modern mi
thors.
Arrangements nave Deen made to
hold the boys' declamation contest
on Nov. 8th. The particulars of the
contest will be announced later.
K. Heald has resigned from the
captaincy of the foot ball team, and
Walter Allen has been elected as his
successor. Practice has been held
every afternoon this week and this
afternoon a practice game between
the first and second teams was play
ed on the University grounds. Xext
Saturday afternoon the Varsity team
will line up against the Albuquerque
Indian school team on the Indian
school grounds for the first match
game of the year. ..
Card signs, "Ttoonu
"Board," etc., for sale
The Evening Citizen.
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but not with us. We will sell you the
Missouri Brand tH lb. cans of
plums, cherries,
peaches, apricots.
blackberries, Partlett pears or grapes
at 20c the can.
Walter Baker's Cocoa H lb can 25c.
Walter Baker's Chocolate Hlb for 20c
Large cans of Colton tomatoes 2 for
26c.
And hundreds of other bargains at

OPERA HOUSE

the

CASH BUYERS' UNION
122 North Second

t

.

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

COAL

ALBERT FABER'S

I
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$6.50

New-Sec-

(

M
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2,000 Pounds
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Ready for
Delivery About

First Class Groceries and Meats

NOV. 1st

Imported Olive Oil

323 South Second Phone 791

t
r

Place Your
Order at Once
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With

A. C.

TRIMBLE

Los Angeles, California

Courtesy and
Tour friendship acd patronage Is appreciated.
attention to guets Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cars
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach Una cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

FIRST COME
FIRST SERVED

--

ooooocxxxxxxxxxxxx

Co.
Insley Cycle
Gold
20H

A reduction of 25 per cent on
Imlien' tailor made suits. Just received. No finer goods In town. Cash

Fair

Greatest

Signs

and

A checking; account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you

Work weU done no delay
At prices you can surely pay.
Htate your plan and he will fit It
And you'll be glad that
741.

Consult

SO PEOPLE SO

a

825

Reliable

Dentist

A II
a

Full Set of Teeth
$1.50 up V"
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
$a mfk
Painless Extracting.. .M)c

ft

"

Bear Hunters

TAKE TIME BY THE FORELOCK

C. F. Allen

(He is Bald Behind.)

Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, H o t

pSl5iace

The proper time to consider the serious consequences of long continued
Eye hirulu Is

Q

Owen Dinsdall, Prop.

D

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMUERCC.

milllllirillllliriTIITIlIIIITTIIIIIIIIIITTITTTTTTtM

V.

Pltone 452.

Central Ave.

1

COAL
niiOCK.

CK1UULLOS

Furnace,

cm:n
B

General

Jobbing

305 West Gold
ryxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxnxxxxxx
The farlmlan

Hair Dressing

Shiiapoolot
Scalp Treilnicoi
Chlldres

Nut.

SMITHING (OAK
NAT! VK KINDLIXO.
ONLV.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

Roofing,

1

120 South Fourth St.
LUMP.

;as coke.
CAM!

furnaces,

Beauty Parlors

Mixed.

lm

Air

Tin

Guttering, etc.

3

ANTHRACITE

203

SKILLED WORKMEN
FINK STOCK
WORK GUARANTEED
Telephone 131
502 West Central

Ill

AMKUICAX

B. RUPPE

ELECTRIC COMPANY

:i

NOW

C. H. CARNES, O. D.

LITHGOW
Rubber Stamp Maker
312 W. Cold Ave.

;

The highest authorities declare that
75 to UO
cent of all liuudaelie
Cor. Gold Ave. & 1st St.
Eye Strain. It la one p'
8 are due to ht
the most common symptoms b
there are many others. Come In
and let us explain your case. ExCleanest Rooms in the City S amination Free.
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H

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

DHS. COPP and PETTTT.
MOOJI 12. N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.

We Carry a Full Line

THE RELIANCE

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Galvanize d Cornices,

26

Equip themselves to get the game.
Are you thoroughly equipped in the
hunt for business? Loose Leaf deKuling and Blank
vices
Hooks
Itubber Stamp, iHUers, etc.,
are
MODF.IIV OFFICII APPLI WCFS
that are used in liie business hunt.

At Consistent
Prices

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

St.

Same threat Company and Production
lrcnriite sl Weeks In Xew
York.
X. II. Mr. Primrose will s)stltlviv ALL WORK AUSOLLTKLT GUAR.
AN TEED.
a) x ar.
The World's Grandest and Best
Prices
75c
l. SI. Ml
Scuts on wile at Mntin's Wedncv
day, Oct. 23, ui U o'clock.

RIGHT

cwt

SPORTING GOODS
REPAIR ANYTHING

YOU CAN SAVE

Decorations

STACY
DID
IT
Phono
South 2nd

With Ills Own f;rct Coniauy of
llui World s iANvllntr Mlnlxtrcl
Fntorlaliicrs.

WE FILL

A.V

2

Ote West Central

Amer-- i

Night and Matinee
OCTOBER 25 and

1--

BICYCLES
KEY FITTER

E. MAHARAM'S

Geo. H. Primrose

PRESCRIPTIONS

8. MITCH EI Jj invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

PII.ICKE and JOHN

The Hollenbeck Hotel

S CO.
113 North Second

Comedian

Bookbinder
Phone 924

& COMPANY

LGMMORI

X
X

Rent."

Singing and
Dancing

S.

HOPPING

F. S

321 South Second

office of

Headed by

ca's

Dam-

Hand-Repai- ring.

ond

aged Tires Vulcanized Good as New.

BICYCLES

Per Ton of

. L.

.... Staab Building

W. Central Avenue

308-31- 0

MINSTRELS

The opening first part of the Primrose Minstrel performance is said to
be the handsomest
scenic interior
ever put on the tage, being done in
green end gold. During thU part all
the lutft cumlj songs. Jokes and ballads wih be rendered by a host of
comedians, singers and dancers.
The second part will contain many
new pleading features rendering Inspiring picture
of the south with
new and upto date novelties Includvery
ing a
funny burlesque on our
national game, baseball, which Is
said to t.e a very ridiculous satire on
the nation's leading ball teams. At
rhe Elks' opera house next Friday
.'.
and Saturday nights.
Kennedy's Laxative eough Syrup'ls
a safe, sure and prompt remedy for
pniivha H n it rdhla an.) - . . ,1 ...
every member of the,, family. Sold
by J. H.TO'Ktoliy. ,
,

We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

or credit.

H.
AT ELKS'

ror
the

Geo, Primroses

at

ss

o

CIAISK OCT THK STOCK. M US. M.
C. WILSON. 221 WEST GOLD.

,iTBl

ALBUQUERQU E

evening work. Expert. Address
Hookkeeper, care Citizen.
4

Cifitc

Clubs And Sports'

Angcits

o$

t

children's winter under.
WEAR AT HEDVCFR PKH F.S, TO

Wanted-Studle- s.

i

H. O'RIELLY CO.
I

H

always In charge

,

PAGE FIVE.

tvvvirvttvtviif
tit
Bookkeeper,
familiar
with
most intricate systems, wants

PAST

WEEK

n.

B

CITIZKK.

UNIVERSITY DOINGS FOR

LIDA Y GOODS
HO
Our
Keep Watch
of

EVENING

91.

W. H. HAIIfJ & GO,

i

Fetal Msisafc
Elcctrototli
Maoksrlog
Hair Csttlof

manufacture all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours. Puffs. Wigs, etc.
HEAL IIAIH NETS
Sanitary French
Hair Rolls.
The
new pomp Wave. All
shades to bs worn under ths
hair Instead of rufflna one's
own novelties In back sad sld
oombs.
We

Mr,

and Mrs. James Slaughter,
Pnprietors

9
H

ALBUQUERQUE
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VERY WORST

S

DEMAND

Rheumatism Promptly
and Is Harmless.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT FROPEH ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNT!

LINE

Contained Promise of
Admission.

M

Oct.

1.
to

A

six
prairie tire burned from five
hundred acres of grass east of Asul
yesterday afternoon, but was extinguished before great damage was
done. T. D. Hand telephoned In for
help from his ranch at Los Alamos
and Pablo JTaramillo took out a numWet blankets
ber of fire fighters.
were used and the men battled with
the flames for; a number of hours,
extinguishing the last spark at about
7 o'clock in the evening. The graBS
was fully a foot high and it is
thought that it was set fire by the
railroad. All of the employes on the
Hand ranch and the neighbors
fought the flames.

llry Make You Feel Good.
The pleasant purgative effect experienced by all who use Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and
the .healthy condition of the body
and mind which they create makes
one feel joyful. Price, 25 cents. Samples free at all drug stores.
COl'llT KHTTLFS

,

Claahler.

3. C. BALDRIDGE,
O. E. CROMWELL.

WILLIAM McXNTOSH,
A, M. BLACK WELL

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
.

ALBUQUERQUm

NKW MKXICO

capital and surplus, $100,000

the middle of the nearest street has
citizens of the United States."
long since passed into oblivion and
The first state admitted under the
the police court yawns for him who
pledge of the original Louisiana
tries it. Also leaving the remains
treaty was Louisiana, nine years after
THE CUB'S CORNER
to the mercies of the elements In vathe promise was given. The last bit
heaps will
cant
lots and rubbish
of the Louisiana purchase, Oklaho
bring the health officer on a hurry
ma, Is Just now passing out or tne
you
up
to
the jusgado
call, and It's
territorial condition, one hundred
Yon must not put it in the
It's a cinch there's more than one pronto. nor
and four years after the treaty of
drop it over Barelas
cession was signed. The proceedings kind of "frost" In the coal business. bridge; you must
not bury It In your
under the Mexican treaty have been
a
nor even In your
yard,
own
back
little more rapid. California was
you must not throw it on
admitted In 1850, two years after Its We're always glad when fair time's neighbors;
the barn roof or In the mudhole In
here,
acquisition, Nevada In
1864,
and
alley. Someone over In the west
Utah In 1896. Parts of Colorado, ad But gladder It comes but once a the
end tried dropping one In a sewer
year.
mitted In 1876, and of Wyoming, admanhole and the roar Street Com
mitted In 1890, were also Included In
missioner Tlerney set up is rever- the Mexican
You might try crema
Funny how a little thing will some- bratlng vet.
Only Arizona and New Mexico are
tlon. If you can afford the fuel for
still left outside of the union of times Interest a lot of people. Twenty-seOr you can send it
had ven
people have asked me dur- a funeral pyre. city
states. In 1876 New Mexico
scavenger, but
91,876 Inhabitants, which was more ing the last two days if the police away with the says
his methods of
city
council
the
than Colorado, Dakota (then united). were sure they had gotten everything disposition are not sanitary.
veruy
Idaho, Montana, Nevada. Oregon, back that was stolen from that pawn where Is the cat at! The situation
Utah, Washington, or Wyoming had chop.
desperate.
getting
is
at that time. In 1900 the population
and
New Mexico was 195,310,
1 of
Qulrwy Sprains and Swellings Cored.
Colorado, the Dakotas, Montana,
I Made a Hit.
"In November, 1901, I caught cold
Oregon, Utah and Washington had I met an auto yesterday,
and had the quinsy. My throat was
parsed her In the Interval. Hut even
On Central avenue,
I
so I could hardly breathe.
swollen
now New Mexico Is more populous I tried to dodge it but alas
Balm
Pain
applied Chamberlain's
The auto It dodged too
than Delaware, Idaho, Nevada or
gave
me relief In a short time.
and It
Wyoming. When she comes In. Ari- It was a most exciting chase
In two days I was all right," says
zona will be the only territory In the
A game of hit or miss,
Mich.
Otterburn,
Cousins,
Mrs.
L.
wertt
,
body
auto
and
tSates
of the United
main
The
It will not be possible much longer On
This Chamberlain's Pain Balm Is a linifor
especially
valuable
N.
ment and is
to resist the demand for a final clean
Like
iDown
C n. Allaire, of San Antonio.
sprains and swellings. For sale by
M., planted two acres of melons of up of the territorial
Up
system. Col
The
all druggists.
I
went
and
various kinds and realized over $400 lier's, Oct. 19, 1907.
Street
o
O
from them.
ESTAXCIA CHURCH WILL
AJTD
cninopoDRESSFR
HAIR
How would you like to live In a
Tip Stanford, who has been a
HE DEDICATED SUNDAY.
DL9T.
.tate, same as the old folks back
member of the ranger force for five
you
private
serving
east;
see
Arizona,
to
In
New
how
would
like
as
vears.
a
Rev. .Saniurl Tlbiir, D. D., Will Offwas yesterday promoted to the rank
Mrs. Bamhinl, at her parlors oppo Mexico have two life Bized U. S. seniciate at Ceremonies at New
In
of sergeant.
site the Alvarado and next door to ators and a half a dozen members you
Ei9Conal Edifice.
give "Uncle Joe's House;" how would
Sturges'
Is prepared
to
cafe,
Rutherford Is the name of a new thorough scalp treatment, do hair like to vote for president, and talk
M., Oct. 19. The
N.
Estancla.
postoffice recently established below dressing, treat corns, bunions and In about "our delegation" at WashingMethodist Episcopal church of
First
postoffice
Camp Verde, Arizona. The
like a real free born American! Estancla will be dedicated Sunday,
growing nails.
She gives massage ton,
Is named after City Attorney Ruth
according to an announcement made
Mrs. Get In line with a noise like asa Roosttreatment and manicuring.
er
erford of Jerome.
can be heard as far
that
by the .board of trustees. Rev. SamBambini's own preparation of comuel Blair, D. D., of El Paso, who
up
the skin and
Douglas. Ariz., claims she has been plexion cream builds
Is superintendent
P
of the English
stung again. The price of milk has improves the complexion, and Is
missions of the New Mexico district,
not to be Injurious. She
Take Care of Tabby,
been raised from 10 to 15 cents a guaranteed
will
at
officiate
the ceremony and
quart and large buyers now pay 45 also prepares a hair tonic that cures
If you are owner of a cat these deliver the dedicatory sermon. The
and prevents dandruff and hair fall- days,
cents a gallon Instead of 35 cents.
take heed that it dies not more church building is a very creditable
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
eight times, for tabby's final one for a town of the eize of EstanA postoffice has been established removes moles, warts and superfluous than
means trouble.
As a law cla. The estimated
demise
cost is $3,500,
at Murdock, Quay county, to be hair. Massage treatment by vibrator abiding citizen
you will find that a and the pews will cost an additional
any blemish of the dead cat, though
served from Melrose, 19 miles to the machines.
For
physically
$250.
south. Caddie B. Smith was appoint face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini. and officially extinct, can runlifeless
the
ed postmaster.
o
whole gamut of tne animal dictionDeWitfs Kidney and Bladder Pills
STAGE TO JEMEZ. LEAVES 211 ary and become a veritable elephant relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
At a recent meeting of the Mesa WEST
your
GOLD
on
pracMOUXLNO
EVERY
AT
good
old
ot the bladder. Sold
hands.
The
inflammation
Arizona, chamber of commerce 10
tice of depositing defunct felines In by J H. O'Ritlly.
000 pamphlets advertising that sec 5 O'CLOCK.
tion were ordered, rnoenix win snena
11,000 a month for ten months for a
like purpose.
for building the
The contract
branch Graham county jail at Clif
ton, Arizona, has been awarded to
W. S. Humphrey for $6,400. A Jail
to cost $8,472 will be erected at Mo- rencl by Henry Hill.
The Cochise county supervisors ac
cepted the bridge at Benson, Arizona
The bridge cost $6,500 and Is built
of steel with a clear span of 100 feet
and of a height to guarantee It free
from high water.
R. J. Young and Professor Lunn
After the system
passed
some severe illness
of Globe, have secured the Bonita
group of mines in Graham county,
you'll find the Bitters will aid wonderfully in restoring your
Arizona, near Safford, and will soon
development
commence extensive

INTEREST

ON

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

ces-slo-

NEW MEXICO

OMCCR

FOR

AN

OLD BOL'XD.VHY DISPUTE.
Judge Personally Marks Dividing
or Mrs. Lucia
Line in
l.xoit.-HiniVersus David
M. White.
Fanta Fe, N. M., Oct. 19. After
evidence was submitted today in the
case of (Mrs. Lucia 6. Laccasagne ver
aus David M. White Involving a disputed boundary line dividing the
ttropcrty of the litigants, Judge J. R.
McFle adjourned court and personally InxijeuteU the land In question. A
civil engineer accompanied the party
rtid the judge Indicated a line satisfactory to both sides and the prop
erty will be purveyed accordingly
day used In the manufacture of
brick at the territorial penitentiary
Is taken from the banks on the land
owned by Mrs. Laccasagne and Mr.

lae

tllsubled In an accident at the
smelter in Humboldt. Arizona, June
4, has commenced
suit ugalnst the
Consolidated Ariznna Smelting Co.
Exploration
Co., fo
and the Arizona
$40,000 damages.
The board of supervisors of Gra
ham county. Arizona, at their quar
terly session Just closed, let contracts
tor public improvements tiggreK"""K
AV'hite.
over 16,b"u.
ine improvements
two
In
Stops earache
minutes; loiiHist or nrancn jaws toui v .niton aim
cost $6,4mt
Morencl, the former
toothache or pain of burn or scald and
the latter $8,472, a water works
In live minutes; hoarseness, one hour;
county
and hos
Jail
the
for
svstrm
nuHcleache, two hours', sore throat,
plant ior
twelve hours Dr. Thomas Kclec'.ric pital, an acetylene lighting
an
addition to
the court house and
Oil, monarch over pain.
the hospital.
The Phoenix. Arizona, Republican
lately printed an Inquiry by Alphonse
I.avole regarding his brother, Abel
Lavole. of whom he had not heard
for some time. Sunday the Republi
can received a communication irom
A. L. Nelson living on R. K. U. No. 1.
raying that Abel Iivole has been
working for him since last March,
Stomach trouble I but s symptom of. nd no
We
think of
tuoll s trua disexM.
lie wrote to his brother about three
.
)
Mrtbum. sad ludiseatioa si rual
months uko but got no reply.
are aympluin ouir ol a ana in tpeciuo
llur
iarra ilcluieM Duthlng elan.
To cherk a cold quickly, get from
It wai this laci that flntf correctly led Dr. Shoos
ome little Candy Cold
tn th creation ol ttiat now very popular Stomach vour drUKnt-- t
Druggists
Iteniwly Dr. bhoop'i KratoraUvo. (icing dir,Tablets called l'reventics.
s.
to the itnruarh nurvra. alona brounht that tunvti
now dispensing
everywhere
are
and favor to I'r tboop ami hii Krstorailvr. WHli-ofor thev are not only safe,
thai orilnal and highly vital prinrtple. no hut decidedly
certain and prompt
wr rvur to U had.
aorh iltng accouiiuhninu
turtiomacb dllrt-a- , bloating, biliousn. s. laid 1'ieveiitlcs contain no Quinine, no
cotuuUxiou. try I'r.
I Isxative, nothing harsh nor sickeninghmili and aallow
fcrtortiv Tabl. u or Liquid and auo for your Taken .it the "sneeze stage" l'revenself whai it can and will do. ns Mil aid cba
tics will prevent Pneumonia, Brongully rwoonuuaud
Hence the
chitis. I,a Grippe, etc.
name. Preventlcs. tiood for feverish
4K
25
cents
Preventlcs
rhiliiren.
Trial boxej 5 cents. Sold by all
tealers.

ingestion

Director

K. F. &ATNOLDI
U. B. DEPOSITORY
CapIUl
Authorise
Paid TJp Capital, Barplu ud Profit

1MMW.M

$25t.W.M

Depository far Atchlwta, Topeks ft Santa Fa Railway Consaay

WHEN YOU WANT

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

PERSONS

Wholesale Grocers

CONVALESCENT
through

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

former strength and vigor. In thousands of cases during
the past 54 years this has been proven.

Lordburg's lid is screwed on tight
by
as the result of a declaration
Sheriff McGralh of the county tha
or
be
Sunday
enforced
must
law
the
the violators must take their medl
ly

Cuktar
....Aulatent CasMw

FROIT

K. A.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

work.

J. R. Confer, who wa. permanent

. .Irwl4&i
T.mn
..Vie Pr14M

IT IS IDEAL
has

cine.

AND DIRECTOR

JOSHUA ft. RAXNOfcDfl
K. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK MeKM

Topics

Handlers.
N.

Aw4Hat

Vice President and CastUor.

Without question it makes the finest, the
most healthful food. Dr. Price's Cream
Baking Powder has been used throughout North America for three generations
and is acknowledged to be the standard
baking powder for ease and economy.

JOHNSON,

W.

W. S. BTRICKLER,

Territoria

NKAll LAS VEGAS.
Six Hundred Acres Burned Over Be
.fore Blaze Was Controlled
By

CREAM
BaEriirog IPowdeir

Officers and Directors:
SOLOMON IXNA, President.

1

I'KUIUK I1KK IIAGES

Las Vegas.

1150,000.00

CAPITAL

Roosevelt committed
cattle, horses, mules and asses re rheumatism or bladder trouble or admission
of the territory. Inviting
ot tne Kiunes the governor
the any derangement
recorded under the provisions of1899,
of Oklahoma and of
whatever.
approved February lth,
New Mexico to board his boat he
nd all other brands recorded since
prescription U simple, and can said;
The
want
the governor of the
"I
31st, be made
December
'by anyone at home. The
llav 1st. 1899. to this
that has become a state andIs
office and is Ingredientsud can be had at any good territory
1906, has reached
governor of the territory that
a neat little volume of much Interest prescription pharmacy and all tnat the
to become a state to mi wun me.
to cattlemen.
la necessary Is to shake them well In
In
the treaty of Guadalupe Hldal
It contains 535 panes of brands a bottle.
go between the United States
and
and an Index of 109 pares. 24.656
Dande
Mexico, concluded in 1848, the AmMere It Is: Fluid Extract
recorded In all. Of these lion,
3
trnnds aresingle
government
Compound
Article
Inserted
Karounce:
erican
"A" and 230 single gon. one.half
S"4 are
one ounce; Compound tryrup ot of the Louisiana treaty; which gave
J
Under
letter
the
alone.
T
the promise:
three ounces.
alnclT and In combination with other Sarsaparilla,
"The Inhabitants of the ceded tera teaspoonrul after eacn meat
letters, figures and characters there andTake
ritory shall be Incorporated In the
is
said
A
doses
few
bedtime.
at
re Z.6ZI brands, 1,996 are recoraea to relieve
almost any case of bladder union of the United States, and ad
It as the
Jn the simple "S" and with
frequent urination, pain and mitted as soon as possible, accordingIndicative letter. 1,ShO m "A" while trouble,
scalding, weakness ana DacKacne, to the principles of the federal conH" has 874 and "Q" only 48.
pain above the kidneys, etc. Jt is t tut on. to the enloyment or ail tne
The 24.656 brands are recorded now
to De tne memoa oi rights, advantages and Immunities of
claimed
curing chronic rheumatism, because
of Its direct and positive action up
on the ellmlnatlve tissues or me
kUlnevs.
If cleanses these sponge- like organs and gives them life and
power to sift and strain tne poisonous waste matter and urlo acid from
the blood relieving the worst forms
of rheumatism and kidney and bladder troubles. The extract dandelion
acts upon the stomach and liver and
is used also extensively for relieving
Com
constipation and Indigestion.
pound sarsaparilla cleans ana en
riches the blood.
As vou or anyone ot your xamiiy,
especially the old folks, may be attacked at any time It would be wise
to cut this out and save it.
A we
known local druggist is au
thority that thLs prescription is safe
to use at any time.
.Mix It yourself.

HOT.

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

nearlv sixty years of more or
Cut this out and put In some safe lessAfter
Kast Lns VeRas, N. M., Oct. 19.
patient waiting, New Mexico at
"The New Mexico brand book Issued Dlace. for It Is valuable and worth Inst finds statehood In sight. On his
by the cattle sanitary board or rsew more than anything else In the world trip down the Mississippi, President
Mexico. Bhowlnir all the brands on If you should have an attack ot
himself to the

nder 18.530 names, 103 under Arch-ftilet- a.
Baca 281. Chaves 497. Gallegos
381. Oarcla 321, Gonzales 264, Jones
364. Lopes 159, Lucero 205, Martinet
374, Romero 255, Sanches 272 and
170.
size,
The book Is a convenient
About 5x8 and 4 of an Inch In
on
Is
finest
printed
the
It
thickness.
and the compiling of
of Bible paper
It was moat exacting work, requiring
on
care
the part of thofe- m
.reat
whose charge It has been and taking
Time of two persons lor
the entireyears.
over two
fThe name of the owner, postoffice
address and the location of the
brand Is first written with the typewriter on sheets especially ruled for
this work, each sheet contains 46
spaces. The brands are then placed
In the space to the left of the name
by hand
with India Ink. These
ttheets are then photographed and
nlaten are made from the photo
graphs. The printing Is then done
from the plates.
In the characters the Diamond is
300 on
the favorite as there ere over crowns,
Others are shields,
record.
hearts, stars, ladders, hats, coffee
pots, tin cups, anvils, acorns', arrows
and swars, hands, shoes snakes,
faces, fish, flags, axes, pipes, boot
anchors and
Jacks, trowels, hoes,
birds besides those classed as "Miscellaneous" which have no likeness
to any known thing, showing the In
genuity of the cattleman In selecting
something, entirely
different from
any other, for his own.
Kvery stockman should have one
Address the secretary
of these books. Sanitary
Board, East
of the Cattle
Las Vegas, N. M.. and remit the
money
stamps,
price $1.50 by check,
order or registered letter and copy
will be sent to you postpaid by re
turn mall.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.

It,

V.I1H AM PUB MEANS
AVD O'SCRPASSFTD FACILITIES

STATEBOOD

Long Ago
Diamond Is Favorite Among Overcomes Chronic Cases of Treaty With Mexico

Stockmen All Over
the Country.

JATCIHMT, OCTOBER

CITTZE'N'.

BE NEW MEXICO IN

CATTLE BRAND RELIEVES

il BOOK IS

EVElTflTQ

HOSTETTER'S

cCliaftATCO r

STOMACH

STOMACH

ESS

Ti

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
I

BITTERS

--

besides making
will only take an occasional dose when the stomach, liver
or kidneys decome deranged. It strengthens the entire

you well again, will keep you so, if you

digestive1 system and thus cures and prevents SicR Headache, Nausea, Belching, Bloating, Heartburn, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Kidney oj Liver Troubles, Costiveness, Chills, Colds,
Female Ills or General Weakness. Such proof as the following

letters should convince anybody of its intrinsic value.

ESTABLISHED 1171.

OLD HELIABXJB."

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries tha

larfstt and Most Excluslra Stock of Btapla Oroearlsa
la tk Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

RAILROAD A VENUS.

M.

llfc-w-

-

Dr. Shoop's

o

"ALL DRUGGISTS

DeWltt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
Stive Is ifco.i for little burns and big
burns, small scratches or bruises
nd big- one. Sold by J. U. O'Rielly.

Restorative

-

HOSTETTER'S
Dr. II. II. Davis, Louisville, Miss., says; "I very

ftequcntly prescribe your
Hitters in convalescence and
always with good results. It
is well worthy of a trial by
eveiyone in that condition."

STOMACH

BITTERS

Is sold only In bottles,
like the Illustration, and
never In bulk. Kefuseall

Imitations and substitutes. The genuine has
Private stamp over neck

Chas. Wieman, Bear Lak,
'I take your
Mich., says:
Hitters whenever my system
is weak and run down. It invigorates and builds me up

better than anything

I

have

ever taken.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
,

The telephone make tha
.daUes lighter, tbeoarealcaa

and the

worries,

TOU NE1

REMEMBER, THERE'S NOTHING LIKE HOSTETTER'S FOR THE STOMACH

fewer.
A

preserve
telephone
The
your health, prolenfa year IU
and protect your home.

TOXirHOXE

XS

TOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE! CO.

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER 19,

'ALBUQUERQUE

1IM7.

EVENING

CIVIZEN.

PA nr.

srtew.

HINDUS COMING

CLASSIFIED AD S

IN THROUGH
THE NEW CRYSTAL

THEATER

D. H. CORD ICR, Mgr.
I

MEXICO

Gold A venue

Immigration Officials Obliged
To Keep Close Watch
DELM A 9 and MARTINET TE
For Them Now.
Novelty Artists.
ILLUSTRATED SONGS

Week of October 7

El raso. Tel., Oct. 19. OfTlctals
tilling the Texas, New Mexico and
MOLLY THOMPSON
Arizona borders are keeping a close
Tlio Dutch Girl.
waicn. lor .Hindus who are reported
of
iu De trying to cross into this coun
try from Mexico.
LaBORO and RYERSON
An Invasion of Texas by Hindu laSinging and Dancing.
borer from India Is feared by the
Immigration officers, and the adNEW MOTION PICTURES vance guard of the Aslastic horde
has appeared on the Mexican border
Three Hindus were captured several
ago a short distance from Eagle
days
every
Matinee
afternoon at 2:30.
Ijulies Souvenir Matinees every
Tues- Pass as they were stealing across the
Rio Grande.
day and Friday.
The appearance of the Hindus
1
foreshadows
the beginning of an in
:
A. cl
i
vaslon on the southern border of the
States,
similar to the Invasion
Matinees 10 and 20 cents Lnlted
now being embattled on the Canadian
border.
Hindus are said
Evenings 10, 20 and 30 cents to be a greater The
menace to American
workingmen than the Japanese or
uninese cooiibb.
New Movement.
The Hindu Immigration Is a new
movement, and it Is only the past
year that they have appeared In
large number at the border.
The
past few months the Indians have
landed on American shores In alarm
ing numbers, and it Is almost an Im
possibility to prevent them pouring
into the United States over the Canadian border.
Hundreds of additional Immigration inspectors have been employed
and every effort is being made to
stem the tide. It is feared that the
advent or the Hindus on the Mexican
border Is the first chapter In another
radical tidal wave which will Inundate the country with cheap labor.
A rtrllliant Tiny of the Great West
None In Territory.
T. F. Schmucker, chief of the local
Immigration Inspectors, said last eve
ning. 'In speaking of the threatened
Invasion, that he had received no instructions from Washington regard-n- o
knowledge of the matter further
no knowledge of the matter dfurther
than that published In the San An
tonio papers. No Hindus have attempted to cross the border at this
point. Every precaution will be tak
en,
however, to prevent Asiatics
rrom crossing the border.
In case of a determined effort to
get into the United States from Mexico on the part of the Hindus, El
Paso and vicinity will probably be
the objective point of a large number.

m

ti

t

ELKS THEATER
LAST NIGHT

TEXAS

The . . .
Hollingsworth
. . Twins
Own Company

Popular

Prices: 15, 25, and 35c.

Seats at Matson's

Out cf Sight.
"Out of sight, out of mind." Is an
old saying which applies with special
force to a sore, burn or wound that's
been treated with Bucklen'i Arnica
Salve. It's out of sight, out of mind
and out of existence. Piles too and
chilblains disappear under Its healing influence. Guaranteed
by all
dealers. 60c.
o

HOTEL,

No Breaking-i- n
needed

ARRIVALS.

e,

n,

Wey-ande-

The flexible sole Red Crnc
Shoe is comfortable from
he start.
The burning and aching

cnused by stiff soles ind the

of thin soles aie presented by the Red Crc ss. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish
pvils

that's

absolutely
rem fort able

Ni. Si, Rid Crm
Cth

Bltirt

$4-0-

)xforcls,
$.1.5

lifrh Shoes,

$4.00

let

us fit you,

WM. CHAPLlh
121

Railroad Anno

Quick and Safe Remedy for Bowel
Complaints.
Twenty years ago Mr. Geo. W.
Brock discovered that Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Heme-d- y
was a quick and safe cure for
"During all of
bowel complaints.
these years," he says, "I have used
it and recommended It many time
and the results have never yet disappointed me." Mr. Brock Is publisher
of the Aberdeen, Md., Enterprise.
For sale by all druggists.
o
One pint miners' watei cures and
prevents constipation. Ask yor gro1.
,!i ..:;--.
cer for K.
..
sf
A

.

.,

WANTED

FOR RENT Good rooms on car
line. 601 South Third.
FOR RENT Pleasant rooms near
business center. 624 West Central.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping. 420 West Santa Fe
avenue.
EOR RENT Fine front room with
private porch. No invalids.
416
South Third street.
FOR RENT
large front
Three
rooms, modern, with breakfast.
409 West Hunlng avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 823 South Third
street.
FOR RENT Three handsome rooms
good locality.
No invalids.
622
West Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Nice room and board
at 615 East Central avenue, best
In the city; prices reasonable.
FUR RENT Nice room and board
at 615 East Central avenue. Best
In the city. Price reasonable.
TO LET Established rirst class bar
privilege to responsible party. Best
location in the city. Address, X.

WANTED Sacks at Hahn's coal
yard.
WANTED Table
607
boarders.
South Second street.
good
WANTED Boarders,
meals,
707 South Third stret.
WANTED Washing to do at home.
1201 South Broadway.
WANTED Eoys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lumber Co.
by
WANTED Position
competent
stenographer.
Address, P. O. Box

OPPORTUNITIES
PERSONAL PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

V. M.

uits

30-ae- ro

DENTISTS

A. MONTOYA

NEWS-TIME-

S

LADIES' TAILORING.
And DRESSMAKING
MISS CRANE

219 South

2nd Strut

BEST TOTJRNOUTS IN THE CTTsT
second street, between Railroad
Copper Avenue.

Office Cromwell Block,
Alubquerque. N. M.

Don't Forget The

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
IRA M. EOND
Attorney at Law.
THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CTTX.
in need of sash, door, frame
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights, etcUhen
Screen work a specialty.
Caveats, latter Patents, Trade
South First street. Telephone 403.
Marks. Claims,
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. O.

Thos. F. Keleher

TTIOS. K. D. IkLADDISOX

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Cover 800 Square FWfc.
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stop Leaks, Last Five

Attorney-- a

3. Chllders,
West Gold Avenue.

Office with W.
117

Years-JAP-A-LA-

406

INSURANCE

I

MAILrjf!!

XPRtS5

X

Wtt

Dealer

Public

m

A. E. WALKER

north th x
THIRD STREET

Meat Market

M'CLELLAN

Justice of Uie Peace, Precinct
No. 12. Notary Public.
Collections.
Office 224 North Second Street.
Residence 723 North Fourth Street,
Alubquerque, N. M.

WM

com

1221 South Walter.

Phone

553.

A. J. MORKLLI

CLEANED, PRESSED and REPAIRED

rirst Street

little tube called the "appendix." It'i
generally the result of protracted
constipation, following liver torpor. STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
New Life Pills regulate
Ir. King's
of flour.
IJet GradeSpices
the liver, prevent appendicitis, and Coffees, Teas
a Specialty.
establish regular habits of the bow- Everything In and
market always on hand
els. 25c at all dealers.
n.
"l llli UUMT ALtVA
508 W. Central Ave.
Phone 2iH
If you take DeWltt's Kidney and
Rladder Pills you will get prompt relief from backache,
weak kidneys,
Inflammation of the bladder and
urinary troubles.
A weak's treatment for 25 cents. Sold by J. H.
O'Rlelly.

All kinds of coal and wood.

'r.N. IvlNVILIvlC

JOHN S. BEAVEN,
PHONE

X

Plumber

KILLthe COUGH

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

MOUNTAIN

HOME
B

--

1 1

Housekeeping

I

00.
Ifr. A
Trial Bottle
THROAT AMD LUNG TROUBLES.

ISOLDS

AMD Al 1.

QUARANTINED b ATISr-ACXOi-

Standard Plumbing &, Heating Cq A2cMJBaflSaaaMBKnHnMigJBBli

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

Hew Discovery
PRICE
n m
.k uyuno
hi
tl
wii
fr
M

WOOD.

hxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's

4.

ANTHRACITE all slaes.
AMERICAN BLOCK.
MILLWOOD.
KINDLING.

If You Want A

WITH

AVE.

Clarkville
Coal Yard

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits

AND

2H

HOFSE FTTRNISHERS.
NEW AW
SECONDILND. WE BTJY 1IOC8B.
HOIJJ GOODS, 114 W, GOIJ) AVM.
O. NIR1SEN, MANAGER.

Merchant Tailor
I OS North

H:ar5

worn

W. SPENCER

Architect.

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

n

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
All Kind of Fresh and Salt
?17 west central Avenue.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KJJENWOR1
MISCELLANEOUS
Masonlo Building, North Third

V.

on an Inoffensive citizen is frequently made in that apparently useless

.Fuel.

Fin Lin of Imported Win Llqaer
and Cigars, place your order r
Room 12 and 11. Cromwell niock,
this line with us.
Albuquerque, Pi. M. Phone 138.
ns-m--

UNDERTAKER.

A Criminal Attack,

Railroad Avonue

In Groceries, Provisions,

urain ana

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary

BORDERS,

(.M.','V:f'.v?gXT

C.

TOTI A OR API

B. A. SLEYSTER

WILLIAM WALLACE
Y

eooenil.

hon 04
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

160-aer-

n,

Children Like It

Up-to-Da- te

AT LOW PRICES
elan,

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law.

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

s,

MILLINERY
Styles

--

M. L. SCHUTT

Central, Tel. 82B

W.

R. W. D. BRYAN
LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND
Attorney at Law.
TRANSFER STABLES.
Office, First National Rank Building, Horses and Mule Bought and
Alubquerque, N. M.
changed.

n,

TWAIN

211

LAWYERS

60-ae- re

m

Meat, Poultry and Fish

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 9 and S, Burnett Building,
Over O'Rlelly's Im store.
Appointments made by mail.
Phone T44.
EDMUND J. ALGF.R, D. D. 8.
Office hours; 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointments mode by mail.
300 West Central Ave.
Phone 458.

j

MARK

P. Matteucci

Homeopathic

e.

WANTED Your old hats and-sto make like new. Albuquerque
Hatters, In the car.
WANTED Girl for general housework. Apply 611 South Second
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
street.
Y.Z.,Cltlzen.
WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
FOR RENT two nicely furnished
styles in millinery to call on Miss
rooms, bath and electric light. Use
FOR SALE.
Crane, 612 North Second street.
of telephone.
Call at 517 West
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
room
Three
house, four
Gold avenue.
Also apprentices wanted. Phone
lota, North 4Ui street. .. $1,000
944.
FOR RENT Modern rooms and
room
house
Three
and an
board, (25 per month. Mrs. Eva
40 head of horses
for
acre of land, tliree miles
L. Craig, 602 South Second street, WANTED
pasture, 80 acres of first
winter
of
400
town
north
upstairs.
class alfalfa pasture at Alameda.
Six room house, West New
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
Good water, good fence. Terms,
York avenue
2,500
housekeeping, 112 per month, light
$1.60 per month. Address, Brill &
Six room house, West MarRoss.
and water paid. Fine new house.
Box 443 Albuquerque.
quette avenue
1,800
4us North Second.
Six room
WANTED Salesmen, to sell
brick, modern,
our
advertising signs, calendars,
closo In
3,250
FOR RENT OR SALE The Minne
Seven room brick, modapolis House, 44 rooms, all fur
fans, leather goods, etc.
ern
Finest side line out.. AVrlte
8,500
nished. Can be run as a hotel and
for
terms. Mahon Novelty Co., Box
rooming house. Best paying prop
3!4 aero ranch north of
130, Kenton, Ohio.
town
erty in Albuquerque.
300
For terms
Ranches from two to 200
write or call on me at El Paso WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
acres.
Texas, general
delivery, C. D.
men, between ages of 21 and 85;
Txta In all parts of town.
Warde.
citizens of United States, of good
alfalfa ranch withcharacter and temperate habits.
in a few blocks of uie
can speak, read and write
Ktreet
car line
FOR SALE
4,500
English. For information apply to
alfalfa ranch Ave
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
milen
town
of
$65
north
FOR SALE Two lots on corner. A
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
per acre.
bargain. $250. Dale Realty Co.,
20 acre good agrlculaural
100 South Broadway.
land. 3 miles north of town 600
SALESMEN
FOR SALE Equity in
frame,
Two ItiiKlneHs properties on Gold
city water, stable, poultry house,
avenue at a price that will pay
large lot, Highlands. V250. Room 8ALESMEN
ten per cent net on Investment.
Experienced
any
in
9. N. T. Armljo building.
FOR RENT.
line to sell general trade In New
Five-rooHouses from 2 to 8 rooms.
SALE
FOR
modern
'Mexico.
Liberal commissions with
Money
to
loan In sums to suit.
house, most fashionable district in
$35 weekly advance.
One salescity. Cheap if sold at once. B. N.
man earned $981.70 during last
Citizen.
two months, his first work. Contl- FOR SALE: 102 Armljo Avenue, two
nental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, O
houses; barn, etc. 12,000, 11,500, WANTED Capable salesman to covB.
on
O. T. Apply
premises.
cash.
er New Mexico with staple line.
Real Estate and Loans. Notary
E. A. Cantrell.
High commissions, with $100.00
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
FOR SALE Two good horses, good
monthly advance: Permanent po409
harness
and surry, cheap.
sition to right man. Jess H. Smith
West Hunlng avenue.
W. Detroit, Mich.
FOR SALE HONEY Ten pounds
COOCOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
for $1; 60 pound can for $5. Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
MALE HELP
n.VItGAINS IN REAL ESTATE
Box 202. Albuquerque, N. M
4- - room
brick, modern. 8 2.150
FOR SALE Two nice homes In
11 room brick modern 10,000
Highlands at a bargain. Must sell. WANTED Write and we will ex
5- - room
frame, modern 2,200
plain how we pay any man $85
6- - room
Will consider offer. Albuquerque
brick, modern 3,200
per month' and all traveling expenHatters, In car. West Gold avenue.
frame,
modern 3,500
ses,
as
such
SALE
horse
hire,
Four
railroad
residences
Fult
hrlck storeroom
fare, hotel bills, etc., to take orgood
location.
modern. cheap;
size 25x60
3,000
1 store
ders for the greatest portrait house
Dale Realty Co., 100 South Broadbuilding, good
way.
in the world. Your salary will be
location
7,500
guaranteed and paid weekly If preo
ranch, under
FOR SALE Ranches from 4 to 60
ferred.
Address,
G.
Martel,
J.
ditch
6,100
acres each, all under main IrrigDept. 549, Chicago.
Best Pitying hotel bui- ation ditch. Near city. Albuquer1,800
nesM in city, tush. . . .
que Land Company, room 9, Crom-

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

CARDS

Highland Livery

WANTED By two adults, two light
housekeeping rooms. Address, A.
C, care Citizen office.
WANTED To borrow $3,000 on Improved city property. Room 9, N.
T. Armljo building.
WANTED Fine
dressmaking
at
reasonable rates. 513 South Third

and

BUSINESS

SHERIDAN, M. D.
Physician and Surgoon
Occidental Ufe Bunding.
PIRST CLASS SHOEMAKER-ANTelephone, 880.
On
Furniture,
tfanoa. Organs
REPAIRER
Wagons
Horse,
IR. It. li. lrCST
and other Chattel
also on SALARIES ANX WARS
omrtN rnoNT toe Nortm rtrm
Physician and Surgeon
HOUSE) RECEIPTS, a low as $11
and a high as $100. Loan
art Rooms 6 A 7, X. T. Armljo Building.
quickly made and strictly
private
I)lt. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
Time: On month to on year given
your
Good
possession
remain In
Physician and Surgeon.
RAMBROOK BROS.
Our rate are reasonable. Call anf
Highland office, 610 South Walter Phnnn Rail
no
e ti before borrowing.
street. Phone 1030.
HflddlN
nnriuti m
nssiia
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
driver
in the city. Proprietor
DRS. B RON SON A BRONSON
Steamship tickets to and from
"Sadie." the picnic wagon.
part of the world.
Homeopatliio Physician
and SurRoom $ and 4, Grant Bldg.
geons.
Over Vann'n Drug Store,
103 H Went Railroad Ave.
Phone. Office and Hen.. 28.
SCHWARTZMAN
PRIVATE OFFICES.
& WITH
evenings.
Open

889.

street.

PHYSICIANS

n,

tviih tht footnxJ

tauut

.

i

FOR RENT

Alvarado.
Clarence Wesley Patten, Boston,
Mass.; Tom McGlntey, Denver; D.
W. Odgen, Kansas City; W. B. Gar-sidEl Paso; Mrs. M. C. Wiley, Bt
Paul, Minn.; J. W. Fisher, Denver;
Walker Evans, Jr., Chicago; L. F.
Woothy, St. Louis; C. Gerry Johnson,
Winchester, Mass.
St urges.
J. E. Bump. lngmont. Colo.: C.
E. Hall, Russell, Kar..; Antonio Sala-za- r,
Estancla; S. Horabln, Kettner;
John Naglller, Thoreau; J. U.
Thoreau; Chas. Jones. Thor
eau; L. P. Thomas. Jr., Cincinnati;
M. R. Norton, St. Louis; F. w.
r,
St. Louis; Manuel
well Bldg.
Sanchez,
LOST
FOUND
v. ti. Hartlett, Socorro; C. FOR SALE
frame house.
M. Pierce, San Francisco.
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
vines, corner East Copper and Lo- LOST A corral collar and a cameo
Grand Central.
head clasp, between First and
cust. S00. $600 cash. B. O. T. E.
P. B. Wells. S. Morean.
F. A.
Twelfth street on Central avenue.
A. Cantrel, 102 Armljo avenue.
Neely,
Las Vegas; J. U. Hegeney,
Liberal reward if returned to Citiframe house,
Salt Lake City, Utah; W. W. Rem-se- FOR SALE
zen office.
barn, chicken yard, out house, corFresno, Cal.; P. W. Jack. Fort
ner East and Cromwell, $1,000,
Lupton, Colo.; T. K. Bayard. S. Stutroubles, Heart ami Kid$800 cash. B. O. T.
E. A. Cantrel, neyStomach
art, W. G. Schlll, N". H. Cramer, Las
ailments can be quickly correct102 Armljo avenue.
Vegas.
ed with a prescription
known to
druggists everywhere a Dr. Shoop's
Hard Times In Kansas.
Cralge.
prompt
Restorative.
The
and surThe old days of grasshoppers and
P. Adams, Bluffton, Ind.: J. L.
relief which this remedy imScovll, H. L. West, It. J. Moreno, V. drouth are almost forgotten in the prising
mediately brings Is entirely due to
Kansas of today;
P. Edie, Ilev. W. S. Huggett, Gallup. prosperous
a citizen of Codell, Earl Its Restorative action upon the controlling
Shamburg, has not yet forgotten a Sold by nerves of the Stomach, etc.
Savoy.
all dealers.
Mrs. J. W. Miller and son, Jemez hard time he encountered.
He says:
Springs; J. L. Young, Helen; F. Bas-tia- "I was worn out and discouraged by
Wlnslow; Jack Bomers, Oak- couching night and day, and could
land; W. D. Reed. Belen; W. Clarke, find no relief till I tried Dr. King's
Omaha; T. H. Love and wife, Den- New Discovery. It took less than
one bottle to completely cure me."
ver; Jesse Gill, Pines, N. M.
The safest and most reliable cough
If real coffee disturbs your stom- cure and lung and throat healer ever
ach, your Heart or Kidneys, then try discovered. Guaranteed by all dealthis clever Coffee
imitation Dr. ers. 60c and $100. Trial botUa free.
Shoop's Health Coffee. Dr. Shoop
by
Mrs.
Henry
Recommended
has closely matched old Java end
STACY AND CO. IV BUSINESS Symes, to develop the bust from 4
Mocha Coffee In flavor and taste, AGAIN.
POOR CIOSED to 6 inches.
yet it has not a single grain of real FOR FEW FRONT
DAYS,
PENDING INGuaranteed to be made from the
coffee in It. Dr. Shoop's Health Cof- VOICE OF OLD STOCK
AND
true Galega Extract. Is perfectly
fee Imitation Is made from pure
OF OUR NEW LINE. hai mless.
toasted grains or cereals, with Malt, CALL AT SIDE DOOR OR PHONE
The Vaucalre Formula is a general
Nuts, etc. Made In one minute. No 711. 325 SOUTH SECOND STREET. tonic,
but It has n specific effect upon
tedious long wait. You will surely
the
bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
like it. Get a free sample at our
you
If
haven't the time to everclse
store. C. N. Brigham.
regularly. Doan"s Regulets will pre- Highland Pharmacy and Alvent constipation.
They Induce a
run OVER BY WAGON.
mild. easy, healthful action of the
varado Pharmacy
bowels, without griping.
your
Robert Put ton Seized With an At- druggist for them. 25c. Ask
tack of Vertigo, Fell I'nder
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Uie Wheels.
Fort Stanton, N. M., Oct. 19.
While driving a team loaded with
two tons of alfalfa, Robert Patton
was seized by an attack of vertigo
and fell from, the wagon, two wheels
of which passed over his left arm,
The greatest literary sensation of
completely crushing it. Tbe Injured
the century, begins cxcIuhIvo puuli"
man was picked up by Walter Hyde
cation in the illustrated magazine of
and taken in to I'apltan, where he
was attended by Dr. Parvls of Fort
NEWS-TIMESUNDAY
THE
S
Stanton.
He was employed by the El Cap!-ta- n
ON
OCTOBER
SUNDAY,
27
Cattle & Land company and was
Relieves Colds by working them out
on his way to the Block ranch when
The people of two continents have
the accident happened. Mr. Scott of of the system through a copious and been waiting for M.irk Twain's Authe company was notified and hast- healthy action of the bowels.
tobiography 011 whii-he has been
ened to Capltan.
engaged for years. Now you have it!
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
UN lHar Old Mother.
"My dear old mother, who Is now mucous membranes of the throat, chest
Sl'IiSCRIITlOX RATI:
eighty-thre- e
years old. thrives
on and bronchial tubes.
The News.
Electric Bitters," writes W. B. Brun-soPer Month
$0.75
"As pleatant to tb tstt
of Dublin, Ga. "She has taken
K.OO
Ytar
I'er
as Mapl Sugar"
them for about two years and enjoys
Sunday Only, per year
2.50
an excellent appetite,
News-Tim-feels strong
Weekly
per year. 1.00
and sleeps well.
That's the way
The Times.
Electric Bitters affect the aged, and
Per Month
$0.45
the same happy results follow in all
Fit BACKACHE WEAK MONEYS Try
I'er Year
6.20
rases of female weakness and gener- BiWltt'i Kldnej ind Bladdir Pilli-S- uri
News, per mo..
.65
ind Sad With Sunday News,
al debility. Weak, puny children too,
per year. . 7. SO
With Sunday
are greatly strengthened
by them.
AddrctM.
THE J, H. O'RIELLY CO.
Guaranteed also for stomach, liver
THE
PUBLiSHIKS COMPANY
and kidney troubles, by all dealers.
I
tc.
Avenue.
Denver, Colo.
Ger-man-

s7we

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

K

C

DAVIS & Z EARING
303 W. Gold Ave.

rXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXi
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Regal Shoes For Men

1

am

2vssjHasHBssyiBpsB0HBHsjBBHBDBIiBliMHMBIBHIBI

--

sti11 iReman

&MfylVKS&

8

LA.

ORDER
WORK
a specialty

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

f

MISS LUTZ
208 South Second

HARDWARE
W. Central

3

g
g

I
g

GO,

Tinners.

Avenue

?S

W.WVT

THE JEWELRY LINE
Fine watch repairing

Prices: $3.50 and $4

hJS

I

Hit

EVERY THING

o

a

$4.00 and $5.00

1

YTS Recognized Style

'ML

the latest tall shapes just received in both Sett and Stiff Hats.

u.

prestige has done much to make the
Regal the best known Shoe In the world. You cannot obit tain better or more correct styles at any price not even
apIf you have your hoes made to order and and cannot
proach the Btyle excellence of Regals In other ehoes at
the Regal prices. Prove this to yourself by examining our stock.
It takes the very est grade of leathers and other materials
perto make Regal Shoes. That's why they hold their shape so
manently and give you the maximum of comfort and long wear.
to put these
It takes also the highest rade of workmanship
Hand workmanship enters Into the making of
materials together.
every pair of Regals. except In those parts where perfect machine
work Is actually better and more finished.

I

Afl

II.

De-put-

o
1

Railroad Avenue

Pauldon, the ticket hroker,
We
Diamond. Watches, Jewelry, Cut ' Ola, Clocks, Silverware.
was a passenger for liernallllo this
Invite your trade ami guarantee A Square Deal.
morning.
F. O. Barthvis, a prominent sheep
ralwer of Socorro, is an .Albuquerque
visitor today.
U. S. Marshal Forties left
When you deelro Abaoluto
last niKht for Hoswell to attend the
Comfort In Properly Fitted
United states district court at that
Qlaaeea Conault
place.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
Mrs. O. J. Durand, who ha been
visiting with Mr. and Mrs. D. C.
Exclusive Opticians
Iabbe, of this city, has returned to
10
Lense Grinding Dons on Premises
St.
::
South
Second
In
Denver.
her home
Mr. and Mrs. Gray, of ft. Louis,
are stopping at the case de oro. Mr.
Gray represents a ft. Louis millinery
com pany.
W. S. Holllster, of the Continental
110
Oil company, spent yesterday in the
COE
dry attending to business and visitSouth
ing relatives.
JEWELER IN
Second
iMrs. Coughlln and daughter. Miss
Gertrude and son. John, have returned fnMTi spending the summer at
Hay City, Mich.
Onrnr Watson, the popular Santa
Fe life Insurance agent, was a business visitor In the territorial meIN DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS
AFJ
OLD BUSINESS
tropolis yesterday.
Mark Johnson and P. J. Maloy,
representing
Music
the
Whltsnn
THE TIME
company, were southbound passengA NEW HOME
ers t'hls morning.
Deputy U. S. Marshal Bogh returnINCUEASIXO IX VAMTR STEADed to the city this morning from a
ILY. IS TO 20 PKU CKNT.
K
business trip to the southern part
HAVE HVK 1IUMKE1
IMJLLiAHS
of the territory.
SMALL,
WOHTll
OP
STONES
WE
Meat
Highland Grocery And
WILL SELL AT liOWKIt PRICES
Sllvestre Mlrabal, the well known
THEY CAN BE llOCGUT Al
resident of Valencia county, and an
Market To Vacate Old THAW
WHOLESALE.
of the territorial legislaVAXW JEWELRY CO.
ture, is in the city from Sandoval.
Building For New. Located One Door South of Drug Stonp.
Percy Hawley and James Bingham
left this morning for Sabinal in a
light wagon on a hunting trip. They
Corner of Coal and Arno. OCXXXXXXXXXDOCXXXXXXXXXXXXJO
will be absent from the city several
O.

i07.

STETSON HATS!

DIAMOND PALACE

PA RAO KAP1IS

19.

The Sun never eti on

I

Stetson
Hats

CHEESE

days.

Merrill Lyons, manager for the Des
The latest acquisition of the High
Moines National Insurance company, lands Is a new grocery and market
In New Mexico, left today on a two building, constructed
along strictly
weeks' policy selling trip In the ter- modern lines.
Zweigart,
Herman
ritory.
year
or more
who has for the uast
A. A. Kean, Arthur Everltt and conducted the meat business, has al
A. M. Whitcomb left this morning ready effected the exchange, and Is
for Hoswell to attend the grand lodge enthusiastic over the mixture of the
of the Masonic lodge, which meets new place. His chief pride Is his Im
mense new Ice box the most im
there next week.
Deputy U. S. Marshal James Smith portant adjunct to a meat market
tne
returned to the city last night from which ihe asserts is the llnest in own
It was built after his
serving summons for the Las Vegas clfv.
Is
Tegner,
A.
by
V.
Contractor
Ideas
term of United States court, which
unusually
commodious. has extra
meets November 11.
up
' N. S.
of walls, ana is nitea
Williams, one of the field thickness
a special appliance regulating
force of the Occidental Life Insur- with
flow
of cold air, an or wnicn
the
ance company, left this morning for tend to effect
low temperaLas Vegas, where he expects to do ture and higha very
preservative condihis usual large business.
tions.
James Tierney and wife, who 'have
The grocery side of the building,
been visiting In this city a few weeks under the proprietorship of Charles
(he
with
former's father. Street Com Conroy, Is not yet completed, but
missioner Martin Tierney, left last will be In a very short time. It also
night for their home in Los Angeles. is constructed along the lines of
utility. The shelving Is so arDeputy U. S. Marshal Bogh return strict
ranged
that all the stock will be in
morning
Lias
Cruces,
ed this
from
view of the buyer, and dark corwhere he attended ffle hearing of ners,
that are so apt to become unfour Chinese Immigration cases be- sanitary,
are strictly eliminated.
fore the United JStates commissioner
The fact that the meat market and
there.
the grocery aro both situated under
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Smith, of 523 the same root makes the Highland
North Fourth street, are enjoying a market a very convenient place to
parents, trade, which convenience seems to
visit from Mrs. Wmith's
by the
who arrived last night from Zanes- - be thoroughly appreciated
the
vllle, Ohio, and expect to remain all public. If one may Judge by
people
frequent
the
that
winter. Mr. Smith Is postomce in crowds of
deprovision
Is
regular
a
place.
It
speclor for this district.
partment store, under separate proE. T. Dunn and
8. II. Notley, prietorship,
say
unnecessary
to
it Is
Journeymen builders, have returned anything concerning
the stock they
to the city from Kan Mateo, N. M., carry.
to De naa in tne
Anything
where they spent several weeks city may toe found there, in best
building a mission school for the
and at iprlces better than a
Congregational Church Educational qualities,
good many other places.
association.
The regimental band of the 23rd
PIANO SALE
United States infantry,
which has
been passing through the city the
pash several days, gave a concert at
the Santa Fe station today at noon.
A large number of people were atDuring the next ten days piano
tracted by the music, which was a buyers can be. satisfied at Learnard
rare treat.
This
& Ltndemann's music store.
which carries from twenty-nv- e
Charles Quler and Tony Ortiz left Arm
In stock the entire
this morning for Algodones with to fiftywillpianos
quote bargain prices for
knapsacks, guns and ammunition. At year,
ord-.to lower the large
days
in
ten
Algodones they will leave the train
of pli'Us now on hand.
and go aboard a canoe and paddle stock
y
Remember :,
iu w ant to buy a
down the Klo Grande In quest of new
sea the new Chickering
water fowl. They expect to land at Cros., piano
Rush & Lane, Schiller, SehafT
Unreins bridge some time tomorrow
Rros., Ivers & Pond, victor ana Far
evening.
Player Pianos, and ask
Hoy Corhan,
the Browns' crack for prices.
short stop, left last night to Join the
If big values in ued pianos will
Tucson team for the Tucson tourna- interest you ask Learnard & Llnde- ment, which begins tomorrow. This mann about the pianos which have
makes three of the Brownies who been rented.
will wear the Tucson uniform In the
If you tire Interested Investigate.
Arizona
tournaments which are You will be satisfied. The tirm
scheduled to come off the next few learnard & Llndemann.
The pluce,
weeks.
Corhan received a telegram 206 West Oold avenue. The time to
from Phoenix to Join the Phoenix buy, NOW.
team, but he had already signed
wirh Tucson.
If you need furniture, call on Clias,
South Second.
P. Ripley, trainmaster on the Rio L. KcpiH'Icr, 317-1- 9
Grande division of the Santa Fe, reTheman
Oo merry heart
turned to New .Mexico this morning Hob Iliirdettowith
id coining. Ho brings
on delayed train No. 9 from a visit
with lilm and lire
to Topeka, where he was called on his own mod Id noheavy
heart. Ileur
for Uie
official business. It Is believed that MTlbciTu"-da-v
evening
him
at the oM-rMr. Ripley is slated for the position
on
Hantllen."
house
made vacant by Frank Myers on
the Southern Kansas division. ilr.
XEW FANCY 1RV C5O0DS
Myers has (een promoted from trainEVERY DAY AT MRS. M.
master on the Southern Kansas divi- V. WILSON'S,
224
WEST UOLD.
sion to superintendent of the Rio MATERIAL AXD STAMPING IXUI
Grande division. The Southern Kan- EMBHoniEIUNG.
sas division
tralnmastershlp carries
Matm-HMiiuulo over at Clias. L.
with It Just at present the authority Kcput'lcr'a 317-ltt
South Second.
of superintendent as well as trainu
master.
The Missionary society of the
meet at
J. H. O'RIelly, general manager Presbyterian church G.will
Wagner. 623
Mrs. J.
for the Occidental
Life Insurance the home of avenue
on Friday aftercompany, and G. A. Brink, special West Fruit
representative of the company, left noon at 2; 30 o'clock.
o
today on delayed train No. 7 for Ariskin eruptions,
Most
zona on a policy selling trip. Mr.
pimples, raches, etc., are
O'RIelly expects to return to the city scrofula,
to
Burdock Blood
impure
blood.
due
e.iiiy next week in t'nie to prepare
blood tonic.
is a cleansing
for the reception the local K'.ks are Hitters
clear-eyejroiatf to give George Primrose, the Makes you
mliisticl man. next Friday night afo
ter the performance of the company
.i
You need a pair of our felt
to be given at the opera house. The
or
Julletes In order to enjoy
reception promises to be one of the your evenings
at home to the fullest
biggest doings in local Elkdom for extent.
They have flexible, belting
some time. Primrose Is a royal en- leather soles,
look dainty and wear
tertainer and has a way of letting well.
Black, red, green or brown,
himself loose on such occasions.
plain or with fur trimming, for men,
Prices range
women and children.
from Is5e to $1.50. C. May's Shoe
MAGiLLS ACQUITTED
Store, 314 West Central avenue.
Tor household ifixxls call on Clias.
317-1- 9
OF
South Second.
L. KcpiH-Iu- .
S LE BY ASSIGNEE.
I will sell at public auction nil
Decatur. III., Oct. 19. Acting un- real and personal property held by
der Instructions from the court the mo as ashliM-- of C'lmrles
ut
Jury l.i t ni'ht returned a verdict th front door of the Mtollice, Al.ic'iuiu ii. k Frederick MariU and his buquerque, N. M.. at 13 o'clock noon,
wife. Fay. of tlu chaise of murderNoveinU-- r 4th, 11M17. For further ining the liist wife cf Vyglll.
Judge formation call on or address. Prank
t'ochrj i jsjii! the elate had failed to II. Moore, Awdiriire, Room 9, Harprive t e orin m licit. The ver-.lli- nett Building, Albuquerque, N'. M.
1
was choered by a i mv J In the
court room.
Take DeWitt's Little Early Pills.
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly.
o
HOOTS I'UCTY KE'Fl'KXS
Cluis. L. Kep-lclc- r,
Furniture, repairs.
TO XYriOXAL fAIMTAL.
317-19
SecWa.shlr.Kion, U. C, Oct. IS.
South Second.
retary It ot, with hi
wife
and
FREE.
daughter, nrrlved today from their
Embroidery collar. Pattern given
vimt to Mexico.
The secretary was
free with the November style book
lookii:g particularly well.
of Indies Home Journal Patterns at
DOCTOR
CVHES the pattern eourrter.
MXHMICK
THE LIOX'OU HABIT.
LIX. 1$. STEHX.

As the great orb throws its

it reveals, in every clime, this
world's stin.iard of hat style,
beauty .and character.
The well drmfed men of all
nations knew it for its satisfactory service.

nitOCEItY

MOXARCH

Phone

Every Stetson bears the
Stetson Name
Wc have the Stetson 5ft and Derby
Hill

til Ihe lueH dries.

$22.00

$42 SO

The Central
Avenue Clothier

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North First St.

All Kindt ot Indian and Mexican Coodt. The Cheapen
Place to bay Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mell Order Carefully end Promptly Filled.

ocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoxocxxxxxxxxxx

TO.

307 W. Central.

80.

in

Buy a Hart, Shaffner & Marx Suit
Best Clothes for the Money on Earth

SIMON STERN

A NICE LINE NOW IX.
Full American Cream
Vaterland Brick
Black Eagle Llmburger
Domestic Swiss
Imported Swiss
Sap Sage, Edam
French Roquefort, loaf
Pineapple.
Camenbert
Sierra
Neufchatel
Parmasan, In glass.
Genuine Imported in Tin.
Edelwels Camenbert
Fromage De Brie
Blerkase.

I

nys upon tl.e revolving earth,

ALL

'

Custom Suits

CHAMPION

j

Grocery Company

AT THE

Same Price

Fresh Meats
Staple and Fancy

AS

GROCERIES

Seasonable Fruits and
Vegetables.

Ready Made

Imported
LUOOA OLIVE Oil,

Mattucci Bros,
Phone SI

C. G.

I

PERRY

119 South Second

oorcxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:c
03

M

rond-Ceclli-

THE BEST BAR NONE

V

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Hardware
Ranch Supplies

Stoves
and
Ranges

vanrJ

a

Our Great Strength
Lies in Our Capacity for Giving

fc

vve

eclipse others in the freshness of our

offerings, in their high-grad- e
quality, and in thel
excellence ot our service, but we know that our 4
patrons recognize us primarily as "the givers of!
good value." Not a bad sort of reputation,
either, we think
Mw
jt
jt
,

.

&

We are showing a large variety

Jg

of the latest styles in

I

d,

clear-skinne-

$30$

E. L. WASHBURN CO.:

clear-braine-

WHITNEY
t
Wholenalo emd t;COMPANY
Hardware
I

V

MILLER

sllp-por-

T

e i1

d,

d.

o

MEN'S OVERCOATS
At $15, $IO, $20. $22.50 up to

Give Us a Call and Look Over Our Line

?

Most Value for the Money
True,

G

HOME COMEORr

..e

v.

MINE AND MILL

SUPPLIES

TL

and

and

IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL

WAGONS

STEEL RANGES
PLUMBERS
.

tCOOK STOVES
HEATING

TINWARE!.

113119-11- 7

SHEET METAL

X

WORKERS

STOVES

tWAMtL ana

and

ry.

W

ii

nmnr

'

wpmmg, m

SOUTH FIRS TJ S TREET

i
v
i

i

1

a

SPORTING

GOODS

mam
Ttr
r'iT-i'i.- U'

;

AND

401-40- 3

AMMUNITION

NORTH

FIRST STREET

